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VI.l PERFO~CE 
Aircraft performance modeling requires consideration of propulsion, 
aerodynamics and weig'lt chardcteristics, and the interaction between 
the subroutines may be quite complex. This is particularly true when a 
large number "r realistic physical constraints are included in the per-
formance specification. Table VIol.l shows the interaction between the 
subroutines as discussed in this volume of the study. 
PERFRM (70 cards) 
ACCEL ( ., 0) 
CLIMB (250) 
DLAND (170) 
TAK(lFl-' ( 350) 
DERIV ( 90) 
TAXI ( 25) 
'I'URN ( 40) 
XRANGE ( 340) 
ASPEED ( 90) 
RGBAL (120) 
Table VI. l. 1 
PERFORMANCE SUBROUTINES 
DEFINES MISSION 
RECTILINf.AR SPEED-UP 
CONSTRAINED CLIMBING FLIGHT 
LANDING MANEUVER 
TAKEOFF MANEUVER TO FLAPS-UP 
DETERMINES nERVIATIVES AND CHECKS CONSTRAINTS FOR 
'I'AKOFF ROlJ'l'INE 
FUEL CONSUMPTION DURING GROUND IDLE 
CONSTANT ALTITUDE TURN MANEUVER 
CRUISE RANGE COMPUTATION 
DETERMINING SPEED AT SPECIFIED POWER FOR EQUILIBRIUM 
HORIZONTAL FLIGHT 
CONTROL ROUTINE WHEN A RANGE OR ENDURANCE IS 
SPECIFIED IN INPUT 
VI.1.1 ~;Ubll)utinl1 Pt:;}{FR.'1 
This subroutine is called only by MAIN, and it acts principally 
to organize and unify the computations carried out by other performance 
subroutines. The call has the form CALL PERFRM (ISEG ' lCOND' I FLy ). The 
1 
mission segment number is I SEG ' which is associated with a .pecific 
subroutine, i. e., ao shown in Fi 9ure VIol.l, the mission segment varies 
as follows: 
I, CaU TAXI 
2, Call TAKOFF 
3, Call ACCEL 
4. CaU CLIMB 
I SEG - 5. Write Performance Oa~a and Advance I SEG 
6, Call KRANGE 
7, Call OLAND 
8, Call TURN 
9, Return 
The other call parameter~ are 
~O. Write data heading and set ICOND • 1 
ICOND -{I. Initialize weight, altitude, etc., and continue 
{
It Call all performance subroutines, unless IOC • 99 
I FLy • 2. Call TAXI and TAKOFF only 
3. Call TAXI, TAKOFF and CLIMB only 
The other significant input p~rameters to the subroutine will be 
described as they are needed in the discussion to follow. 
The program logic begins before statement 5, where I SEG is aug-
mented for later use; 
I -I + 1 SEG SEG 
and the gross weight W nCo altitude H are specified in terms of the 
input parameters WG, wrM1SN ' and BOO. The various mission segments 
are then analyzed in the order implied by I SEG . The basic order is 
taxi, takeoff, climb, cruise, reserve, and landing with acceleration 
between takeoff and climb and cl~ and cruise. 
2 
~ .. ...,----------------.--- ...... --- ~- --- ~ 
(VI.1.1) 
Compute Fuel Used 
Ourina Taxi Time 
Compute T&keoff Man-
CU"""; Variable 
r-16~s, Thrust, Alt • 
. _---,,, . .,..----,,, 
Compute Climb 
Performance 
Compute Cruise Per-
formance, Variable 
Thrust 
N 
Compute Landing 
Performance 
Y . Compute Leve I 
Turn Performance 
Figure VI.l.l Subroutine PERFRM Flow Chart 
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For ISEG • 1, the .ubroutine TAXI require. a8 input the runway 
altitude H, the initial time ST' and the taxi time, DELTT. It returne 
the parameters 
w • gro~s weight after taxi, Ib 
WF • fuel burned in taxi, lb 
ST • time at end of taxi, ~ec 
and then if IOC ~ 99, ISEG is augmented. 
For I SEG - 2, the subroutine TAKOFF is called, which computes the 
time history of the take-off maneuver, fram ground roll to a specified 
height. The standard maneuver is divided into sub-segments, or "events," 
as follows: 
(1) Begin ground roll 
(2) Rotate aircraft 
(3) Lift off 
(4) Begin gear retraction 
(5) Distance to an altitude of 35 ft 
( 6) Distance to an altitude of 50 ft 
(7 ) Begin flap retraction 
(8 ) End take-off 
In addition, for multi.-engine aircraft, the optional engine out 
takeoff perfOrmanCE! can be computed. This consists of the continued 
ta~,eoff performence to an altitude of 50 ft with an engine failed and 
the accelerate-stop distance divided into the events, 
(l) Begin ground roll 
(2) Engine failure 
(3) Remove power 
(4 ) Apply brakes 
(5 ) Stop aircraft 
The subroutine ACCEL (SPEED) is called. between mission segments 
to <1l'celerdte the aircraft to the speed of the next segment. This subroutine 
models the rectilinear speed-up maneuver at constant altitude, during 
4 
which weight and speed change monotonically, until the velocity reache. 
the value SPEED. SPEED may be .pecified in knot. or Mach number. 
When I SEG is 4, CLIMB is called, with the altitude ar'9\111lent 
J CRALT , 
l "TURN' 
(VI.l.2) 
EM.ruRN is the Mach number dur ing the turn. If turning performance 18 
desired it will be computed after the cl~ otherwise the cltmb is to 
the cruise altitude CRALT • If no value ie input for CRALT it will be 
def~ulted to EMCRU • 
The cruise portion of the mission (ISEG • 6) is analyzed by a call 
to subroutine XRANGE (WFCRU ' WFRES)' where 
WFCRU • fuel used during cruise, lb 
WFRES • reserve fuel, Ib 
are calculated by XRANGE in terms of three different payloads and three 
different Mach numbers. 
Subsequently, I SEG is advanced to 7, for which subroutine OLAND is 
called, using the flag lLER - 99. This subroutine computes the landing 
field performance. 
:! the optional turning performance is desirei, subroutine TURN is 
called, after the climb segment. This brief subroutine calculates 
aircraft turning performance at constant altitude, Mach number, and load 
factor, and it calculates various characteristics of this steady state 
maneuver. 
VI.l.2 Subroutine ACCEL 
This subroutine models the thrust and drag characteristics of an 
aircraft while its forward velocity is changed from an initial value 
to a required final value. 
The subroutine begins by calling TPALT, which returns various 
atmospheric properties existing at the initial altitude. The static 
5 
preaa~re P is converted to Ib per .q ft, and the apeed of .ound 1. 
o 
qiven in ft/sec as 
The air density is a function of pressure, temperature and qravlty, 
RHO • P / [SJ.32 T G) 
o 0 
(VI.l.3) 
(VIol.4) 
and these units are in slugs per cu ft. The single callinq arqument 
of the subroutine is a command ,ofach number or velocity, SPEED, which 
must be greater than the current Mach number, EM, in order for the 
positive ac~eleration modeling to be effective. If the calling Argument, 
SPEED, is greater than 5.0 the arqumnnt is considered to be the command 
velocity in knots. The initial velocity in ft per sec is given by 
V-EM*S A 
the time-step interval is O.S sec, and the velocity difference to be 
made up is 
DE~ - X S - V 
'I MN A 
(VIol. 5) 
CVI.l.6) 
The initial value of time is then defined before the loop which 
begins at statement 1. After augmenting the time, which is measured in 
hours by the variable TIME, this value is compared to 0.2 hr. That ls, 
twelve minutes is considered time enough to accelerate to any practical 
value of Mach number. The lift coefficient is 
C 0: WI [ • 7 S P EM2] 
.L W 0 
where other input parameters are 
Sw • reference wing area, sq ft 
W - current weight, lbs 
(VIol. 7) 
This value of lift co~fficient and the Mach number are input to 
subroutine DRAG, and the appropriate atmospheric properties are input 
to subroutine ENGINE. Together, these permit computation of thrust in 
Ib, 
6 
or • 'N ENp , (VI.l.S) 
fuel consumption in lb pe~ hr, 
W W l::N FUEL· FUEL P' (VI.l.9) 
true airspeed in knots, 
(VI.l.10) 
and equivalent airspeed, 
&AS • TAS/SQRT (RHO/.0023769) (VI. 1.11) 
where 
ENp • number of enqines 
FN • thrust per engine, Ib 
EM • Mach numbet' 
RHO - a J , density at altitude, slugs per cu ft 
The acceleration is then ~~rressed by Newton's Law as 
(VI. 1.12) 
where the drag coefficient Cc is known from the earlier call to sub-
routine CRAG. It is expected that the thrust exceeds the drag, so that 
this forwa~d acceleration is positive. If not, the subroutine merely 
writes a number of output quantities before returning. Otherwise, the 
velocity is augmented, 
• V • V + CVCT * CT (VI.!.13) 
and the Mach number is 
(VI.1.14) 
The aircraft weight and range are found, in lb and nm, as 
W • W - WFUEL * CT/3600. (VI.1.1S) 
R • R + V * CT/6076. (V.I. 1. 16) 
7 
and the fu.l con.u .. d 
W, • W, + WruEL DT/3600. (VI.l.17) 
If ct·,' current Mach number 11 1 ••• th.n the command v.lu., the 
time i. augmented at atatement 1, and the loop i. repeated. Otherwise, 
the final values of Mach number and true and equivalent airspeed are 
calculated correaponding to the input value, ~~, at atatement 2, 
and a final line of output is printed. 
8 
VI.l.3 S~\&t.ine CLIMB 
TIl18 18 a .ubroutlne of 250 card. which 18 . ~j.l.d tD order to 
combine a~rodynamlc characteristic. of the alrcraft with It. thru.t 
characteristics, to simulate ~he planar elimb maneuver to the altitude 
a.:NDCL' The external 8 ... brouclnea CLIFT, DRAG, ENGINE and TPALT arl! 
called, and three internal function. are defined In thl. calculation. 
Additional input quantities are constrainta on pitch angle, altitude 
atep aize. maximum airapeed snd atmoapheric properti.a. 
The subroutine first initializes a set of parameters, ending with 
an estimated value of maximum lift coefficient CLL• 
ICLM specifies the type of cl~ maneuver desired, 
The input parameter 
{ 
1, Climb at maximum rate ot climb 
ICLM = 2, Climb at maximum allowable operating speeds 
3, Climb at specified equivalent. airspeed 
(VIol.lS) 
Following a write atatement. the loop which begtna at Statement 1 
la the time-varying outer loop governing the climb maneuver. It begins 
with the call to TPALT, which returns static pressure P, gravity C 
o 
and temperature T corresponding to the 
o 
H (ft). The static pressure Is expressed 
of sound is given in ktg, 
current (initial) altitud~, 
in lb per sq ft and the speed 
(VI.1.19) 
and the local air density in slugs per cu ft follows according to the 
equation of state, 
RHO • P /(53.~2 T G) 
o 0 
(VI. 1. 20) 
the minJ.mum climh speed is expressed in kts and based on the estimated 
maximwn lift coefficient, CLL, 
VL • 1.1 SQRT[W/(l.426 Sw RHO CLL)] (VI.l.21) 
9 
where W is the current weight and Sw the wing area, and the factor 
1.1 provides a margin above the stall speed. If this velocity is less 
than 50 kts, it is raised to 50. 
Following the setting to zero of sever'.l integer variables, the 
maximwn allowable velocity at .,~, current altitude is calculated as 
limited by the allowable equivalent airspeed, VMO ' the maximum operating 
Mach number, EMMO ' the speed limit below 10,000 feel ~:titude, or the 
crU1se Mach number, EMCRU" 
The next lines of U~~ subroutine related chese constraints on the 
maximwn velocity: 
where 
VMAX - VMO/SQRT(RHO/.0023769) 
VMAX - VCLMB/SQRT(RHO/.0023769) 
(b) If H < 10000. ft and VMO > 250 kts, 
VMAX - 250./SQRT(RHO/.0023769) 
(c) If VMAX > SAEMMO (speed corresponding to maximum 
Mach number), 
The velocity V2 i. next defined a. 
v -2 
VCRU - SA EMCRU 
VCRU ' VLIMIT)' 
VCRU) , 
VLIMIT • VLIMX/SQ~T(RHOI.002l769) 
10 
(VI.l.22) 
(VIol.23) 
(VIol. 24) 
(VI.l.25) 
(VI.l. 26) 
(VI .1. 27) 
(VI. 1. 20) 
and 
EHCRU • cruise Mach number, from COMMON/UNIVX/ 
VL1MX • sea level limit speed, from COHHON /TOCLHI 
All of these velociti.s correspond to steady-state horizontal fliaht, 
and are mea.ured in kts. 
The loop begins with the dynamic pressure and 11ft coefficient, 
Q • 1.426 RHO v~ (VI. 1. 29) 
(VI. 1. 30) 
Horizontal 
w 
T • 0 + W sin (GAM) 
Rate of Climb • V2 sin(GAM) • V2{T - O)/N 
Fiqure VI.l.2 Force Equilibrium in Steady Climb 
where the numerical factor accounts for the unita of V2 (knota) and 
of Q (lb p~r aq ft). 
11 
......... __ ._-----------_ ..• 
The aubroutine CLIFT retur~ the anal. of attack, ALPHA, required 
for thi. lift coefficient, and a rate of cltmb .ultip1ier i. d.fin.d 
a. 
PUl • 
J 1. (DELTAu • 0) 
l 1 + V2(V2-V1)/(11.278 DELTAy' 
tVI.l.31) 
The parameter DELTAu is inltially at zero, but lt later ae .. ure. the 
altitude increment remaining to be climbed. The subroutine DRA~ 
returns a value for CD' and ENGINE returns a value for thru.t pel' 
engine, TA, which is multiplied by the number of engines, ENp ' The 
rate of climb is exprelsed ln ft per min a. (.ee Pig.· VI.. l.Z). 
(VI .1. 32) 
If the velocity V2 is t.oo large, tl\e ro~e of climb is negative so 
that the ~nd of this iterative l~op 1s indicated by. 
V2 • V2 - 10. {VI. 1. 33) 
(VI. 1. 34) 
If V2 is now less than VL, 8S given by Eq. VI.l.21, insufficient 
power is available for climbing, and the subroutine returns. Otherwise, 
another iteration of the rate of climb loop is performed at this lower 
speed, V2. However, when RCpow is positive. control pa9ses to 
statement 6, for computation of the flight path angle, 
(VI .1.35) 
When this i8 within 0.1 des of its value on the previous iteration, 
convergence has occurred and control passes to statement 7. Similarly, 
the next seven lineR are concerned with finding the flight path angle, 
RCM'4' at which the pitch attitude angle is a maximum at TH~. 
aod the corresponding rate of climb is RCTETA. 
A •• uainl that ICL". I, .uch that the aircraft climb. at .. xtmua 
rate, the equations between statements 9 and 18 are devoted to an 
analysis of the rate of climb with the pitch angle constraint, RCTETA, 
re14tive to the rate of climb with the power constraint, RCpOW ' 
This portion of the program involves the use of rather complex iterative 
procedures, including the three f~nctions: 
(X-Xl) (X-X2) 
(X3-Xl ) (X3-X2) 
(VI.l.36) 
When both of these constraintd have been satisfied, control passes to 
statement 20, where the angle of attack is computed as 
ALPHA • TH~X + EY~ - RGAM4 * 'ROTU 
(VI.l.39) 
where 
!YEw • inpu~ wing incidence angle. deg. 
The 11ft coefficient is then found by a call to CLIFT, and the drag 
coefficient follows from 8 call to DRAG. The total thrust required in 
the equilibrium climb condition i9 found as 
(VI. 1. 40) 
and after division by the number of engines ENp• subroutine ENGINE 
returns the fuel flow rate per engine and other quantities related to 
the propulsio~ system. Following computation of the equivalent airspeed 
EAS. the altitude is compared with HENDCL' and until it is greater. 
the integers 
NQUO • H/DE~ + .OS (VI.1.41) 
13 
and 
(VI.l.42) 
are found, 80 that the altitude 
(VI.l.43) 
will be the next value of H, whether or not H9 18 le88 than MENDeL. 
The apparent pur pORe of thie logic ie to develop an tntearal nuaber of 
additional computational stepa for the remaining altitude. 
The closing computations involves the routine computations for 
the r~te of climb, 
and th~ flight path angle, 
RGAM2 • ARSIN (RCI (101.34 * V 2)] • 
which in degrees is, 
CAMMA • RGAM2 * RTOD , 
and the lift coefficient, 
(VI.l.44) 
(VI.l.45) 
(VI. 1.46) 
(VI.1.47) 
The angle of attack ALPHA 1s then returned 1n degrees by • call 
to CLIFT, and the pitch angle 1s 
THETA, - CAMMA - EY~ + ALPHA • (VI. 1.48) 
Finally, the velocity is V • ~2' 
14 
'n .1. 4 Subrou tine DI.AND 
This subroutine models the landing maneuver in four eegment8, a 
glide froo 50 ft altitude, a flare to touchdown, a delay before braking 
and a braked roll. Figure VI.l.3 shows the flare and touchdown schematics. 
The program begins with the specification of landing weight, which 
is determined by the input integer IWLD ' which is defined as 
~·l 0, landing weight equals gross weight 1, landing weight equals weight a t end ot previou8 mission segment 
2, landing weight equals input percent of gross weight 
I· 
Figure VI.l.3 Flare and Touchdown Maneuver 
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~e next flv. cards speelf, the land in. vel.ht VL (lb) and the vinl 
loading WOS (lb per sq ft). and the lnitial altitude is 
where 
HAPP • approach altitude above runway. ft 
ALTLND • altitude above •• a l.vel of runway. It 
(VI.l.49) 
The subrout1ne TPALT again provides static temperature T and pressure 
o 
p 
o 
at the initial altitude, which may then be modified for an increment 
TDELLO to the temperature, and by converting the pressure to lb per sq ft. 
The air density in slugs per cu ft is 
where the ambient temperature, in degree~ Rankine, is 
and 
2 G ; acceleration of gravity, ft per sec 
(VI.l.50) 
(VI.l.51) 
The square root of the density ratio is useful in computing the equiva-
lent airspeed at sea level. This factor is denoted by 
S~RAT • SQRT(RHO/.002378) (VI.l.52) 
Next, the flight path anale RGAM1, the angle of attack ALPHA, 
the approach altitude in'wing spans HOB, and the stall Mach number 
EMs are defined, prior to a call of subroutine CLIFT, which returns 
the appropriate maximum lift coefficient CLMX ' The associated stall 
apeed 1n ft per sec is given by 
VST • SQRT[2. WOS/(RHO • CLMX )] (VI.l.53) 
16 
and thia iB converted to the equivalent airsptted 
(VI. 1. 54) 
If the aircraft is single engina, and this velocity is less than 
the maxtmum stall speed of 61 kts or 103.03 tps, per the Federal Air 
Regulations Part 23, the maximum wing loading is calculated and printed 
as 
WCSMAX • 12.6212 CLHX ' 
(VI.l.55) 
where the numerical factor ta the dynam1.c pressure at sea level, 1n 
lb per sq ft, corresponding to this stall speed. 
The glide velocity in ft/sec is next defined as the product 
(VI.l.56) 
where 
VRAT • input approach speed margin (default value • 1.3) 
and the height above the ground in wing spans at the beginning of the 
glide is expressed as 
HOB • HAPp/B (VI.l.s7) 
where 
HAPP • approach altitude, ft 
B • wing ~pan, ft 
The Mach number and Reynolds number per unit length are given by 
£Me • v C1./SQRT ( 1. 4 * C * 53.32 * T AMB) (VI.l. 58) 
(VI.l. 59) 
where 
XKV - kinematic viscosi ty, as returrled by TPALT. 
17 
Me.t, the aubroutine AERO i. called, which return. a ou.ber of coeffi-
cients appropriate to the draa coefficient of the aircraft of intere.t. 
The dynamic pre •• ure i. calculated by the u.ual equation, and if 
IENCSZ • 1, .ubroutine ENCINE returns a value for idling thru.t, TIDLE• 
The fliaht path angle iteration loop begins at statement 7, where 
the 11ft coefficient i. computed in terms of the flight path angle, 
CL • WOS * COS(RGAKl.)/QGL (VI.l.60) 
Here, RCAMI is the variable be ina calculated io this loop, and it 
is positive when the sink rats ia positive. The wing lead ins i. WOS 
Ib per sq ft and the dynamic pressure QGL corresponds to the velocity, 
VCL' The drag coefficient appropriate to the approach configuration 
i. returned by subroutine DRAG, and the po.itive rate of sink i. 
expressed for the idle thrust .s 
where the numerical factor is to get the units ot ft/min. 
(VI.1.61) 
This equation is followed by another for the rate of sink RS, in which 
the actual thrust is expressed as TA• The equilibrium flight path angle 
associated with RS is given by 
RGAM2 - ARSIN(RS/60.0 * VGL 
(VI. 1.62) 
and if this is within .1 deg of the previous value, convergence has 
occurred. Otherwise, RGAMI • RGAM2 and control returns to statement 
7, where the lift coeff~cient is recomputed according to Eq. VI.l.60. 
After this loop has converged, several constraints must be checked, 
which may require the loop to be re-entered. The sink speed is checked 
to see if it is limited by the idle thrust value found in Eq. VI.l.61 or 
exceeds the maximum allowable value RSMX ' If the maximum allowable value 
is exceeded, the necessary thrust increase is computed to provide the 
desired sink rate, 
(VI. I. 63) 
16 
beiore reconverging to the flight path angle RGAM2• 
At atatement 15, the flare maneuver is initiatecS with ccaputation 
of ~~e initial pitch angle and the final flight path angle at touchdown, 
where 
THETA • ARSIN(RS/60.0 VGL ») 
SIN~O • vertical velocity at touchdown (3 ft per •• c or 
input) 
(VI.l.64) 
(VI.1.6S) 
The input variable XLFMX indicates the maximum allowable load factor 
in g'5 if less than 4., and the radius during the flare is computed as 
and the altitude at which the flare is lniti~ted is approximated as 
Otherwise, the flare radius is 
where 
RZ z v
2 I(G(XLF - 1.») GL 
(VI. 1.66) 
(VIol.67) 
(VI.l.GS) 
(VI.1. 69) 
However, if the input vaciable XLFMX is greater or equal to 4 it 
is taken as the fldre height in it, 
RvLAR • XLF MX 
(VI.l • .70) 
The computation continuelS with the air dilltance from approach 
altitude HAPP to intersection with the ground, if ffpLAR iP. les9 than 
HAPP ' 
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(VI.l.71) 
and froll this p"lnt to touchdown ( ••• ria. VI.l. 3) • 
DLTR • RZ THETA/2. (1- CAM.m/THETA)~ (VI.l.72) 
The latter expression ie a .mall-angle approximation to 
If HFLAR exceeds HAPP ' DLCL • 0 • and the air track distance i., 
to first order, 
(VI.l.73) 
The touchdown velocity is expressed as the average of the atall 
speed and the approach speed 
where V RAT > 1 is the ratio ot approach speed to stall .pe4lt4. '1'he 
delay distance, over which the velocity changes, is 
where TOELAY is input or has the default value 1 sec. 
(Vl.l.75) 
Other parameters wbich are then computed are the height in winq spans 
above the ground and the Mach number at touchdown. These are given 
respectively by 
(Vl.l.76) 
and 
EML • VTO/SQRT(1.4 * G * 53.32 * TAMS) (Vl.l.77) 
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where 
HTG - alt1tu4e at touchdown 
The .. ar. requhed input. to the .ubrouU.... CLIft and DIAC, 
which are next called. They return the sear-down lift and dras coeffi-
ciente, CLRL and CDRL • The net dras i. the aum of aerodynamic draa 
and friction drag, which ie proportional to the difference of weiaht 
and 11ft. A one-dimensional equation of motion takes the form, 
dV 
--dt V dV • a [T - D - u(W - L) ) dX W ,. 
where the eymbole have standard definition. and where J& ta the coef-
ficient of friction. In the present case, D and L are both propor-
ti~nal to v2, and the equation becomes separable, as follows: 
where 
and 
FRAT - MUB - TOWL 
MU • friction coefficient 
B 
TOW • thrust to weight ratic at landing 
L 
The equation can then be integrated, to give the ground 1'011 
distance X as 
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(VI.l.7S) 
(VI.l.19) 
(VI.1.80) 
(VI.l.Sl) 
where the numerical factor 1. the 1nver •• of the product ~ ._. lev.l 
air do~.ity and gravity. The daccel.ration during the ground roll 
maneuver in g'. i. the qU.4ntity 
DOG • v
2 
/(2 • G • D ) TO LG (VI.l.82) 
Finally, Ule te"tal landing dhtance h the .um, 
{VI.l.83) 
The remaining steps in the subroutine relate to satisfying 
a runW<1Y lenqth constraint by iter.:.i:.ing on the air.plane's wing 
loading, WGs • This logic i. dependent on the input value of runway 
length requirement, XLDGRQ , and it requires two iteration. on the wing 
loading. An interpolation or extrapolation of the associated runway 
lengths then develops a required maximum wing loadi~. 
The procedure is described AS follows. Initially ILER • 1 and 
IWGS • 1, when DLM~D is first called by MAIN. If DLT is found to be 
less than the required value of runway length, the only remaining compu-
tations deal witP conversion of velocities to knots and with augmenting 
the runway length to meet FAR Part 25/121 regulationsJ i.e., the required 
runway length in ft is 
(VI .1.84) 
On the other hsnd, if DLr exceeds the limiting value, XLDGRQ , 
the initial values of wing loading and runway length are relabelled Wesp 
and X,AS' and the wing loading is reduced by 30%. 
(VI.l.BS) 
After augmenting tWGS' and settina th, subroutine argument to 
(VI.l.86) 
control is returned to the MAIN calling program. On the following itera-
tion, iwcs. 2 and the shorter tunway length DLT is found for the 
reduced wing 10ad1ng, Wes. The .ensitivity i. found a. 
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(VI.l.87) 
and the counter IWGS 18 auttmente4 to 3, while ILER • 2. Thl8 .lope 
18 po.itive unle •• an err(' . ., has occurred, and the required wiJl9 loadi", 
18 found at statement 75 as 
Finally, if the runway length requirement 18 met, no further 
iterations are n~eded, and at statement 100, the counters ILER and 
IWGS are set to 1, and the concluding cQRputations ending with Eq. 
VI.l.B3 are pertormed. 
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(VI.~.88) 
VI.l.:" Subroutine TAKOFF 
The simulation of the take-off maneuver requires consideration of 
.everal smaller segmenttS or "evento." EaC''' event is terminated when 
a particular performance variable reAches a given value. These event~ 
are summarized as follows, with key variables in parentheses: 
All enginu st take-of,! power: 
(1) Begin ground roll (velocity) 
(2) Rotation (velocity) 
(3) Lift-off (lift ~ weight) 
(4) Bcgin :ar retraction (altitude) 
(5) Altitude· 35 ft 
(6) Altitude· SO ft 
(7) Begin flap retraction (altitude) 
(8) End of take-off (altitude) 
One engine out: accelerate-stop distance 
(1) Begin ground roll (velo~ity) 
(2) Engine failure (velocity) 
(3) Remove power (time) 
(4) Apply brakes (time) 
(5) stop (velocity) 
The take-off computation is represented by s~ultaneous integration 
of the differential equations for velocity, flight path angle, distance 
and alti"ude, using a time interval of 0.2 sec. 
The subroutine DERIV, to be discussed in the next subsection, per-
forms the computation of the time derivatives, and at each time Btep, 
updated values for weight, thrust, air density, etc., are found before 
the integration subroutine INTS is called •• 
Subroutine TAKOFF begins with the definition of a linear interpola-
tion function of the form, 
(VI.l.89) 
which defines a value YYY between Y1 and Y2, when X falls between 
Xl and X2, This is followed by initialization of some 30 numerical 
factors, ending with the vector values T(l)-T(ll), used by the integra-
tion routine. 
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The .ubrl,ut lne TPALT then returns .tao.pherlc properUe. at the 
lnput altitude of the airport and runway, "APT' and the local speed 
of sound and air dendty are given as 
RHO • Po/[53.32 TAMB G) 
where 
TAMB • ambient airport temperature, deg Rankine 
G • local gravity, ft per sec2 
Po • local .tatic pre.sure, Ib per aq ft 
The sea levpl stall speed is given in kts by 
where the symbols have their traditional definitions. 
is determined where VRAT is the input takeoff speed margin or has a 
dcf~ult value 1.10. 
(VI .1. 90) 
(VI. 1.91) 
("/1.1.92) 
(VIol. 93) 
Speed incre..'llents are then u~;ed to define the engine failure speed, VI, and 
the rotation speed, VR, 
where 
DV - incl'ement of "decision" speed above stall, kts 1 
DVR - increment of rotation speed above Vl , kts 
(VIol. 94) 
(VI. 1.95) 
The loop between statements 180 and 186 finds the speed VEL for the 
best rate of climb, beginning with the stall velocity. This loop uses 
lift coefficient CL dnd the Mach number EM, as inputs to subroutine DRAG, 
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which returns the drag coefficient, Co' Subroutine ENGINE returns 
the thrust available, TA, and together these permit computation of 
the power required, 
and of the power available, 
(VI.l. 96) 
(VI. 1. 97) 
The velocity is augmented by DELZ - 10. feet per second, and the loop is 
repeated, until the difference PWRAVL - PWRRQR is less than it was on the 
previous iteration. 'I'he velocity increment is then re..iuced to 1 foot per 
second, and the velocity is eventually found at which the available power 
exceeds the required power by the maximum amount. This permits computa-
tion of the best rate of climb velocity in kts, 
VEND • .592087 VE~. SQRT(RHO/.~02J769) (VI.l. 98) 
which must ~ati9fy the constraints, 
VEl'ID ~ 250. kts (VI.l.99) 
and 
VEND $ VCLHB (VI.l.lOO) 
The next imponant portion of the subroutine deals. with the loop 
between statements 1 and 300, which treats the ground roll, rotation, 
lift-off and climb phase~ of the take-off maneuver. The sequence begins 
with the ground roll equation of motion, for which control passe9 to 
statement 230. The Mach number and altitude are input to ENGINE, which 
returns the thrust and fuel flow. The horizontal acceleration is the-, 
expressed as 
T(8) • (32.16/W)[TA eos(ALPHAa) - 0 
- KtJ· (W - L - T A dn(ALPHAa)] (VI. 1. 101) 
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where all of the terms are time varyina durin, this pha.e, except the 
angle of attack and the friction coefficienl. Control paases back to 
statement 225, after setting ~ - I, and the ground roll integration 
continues after a call to INTM. Vntil the velocity exceeds Va' the 
integration proceeds with T(5) - flight path angle - O. 
When the rotation speed i. exceeded, interpolation develop. values 
for the time and value of the 11ft-off speed, TIMR and VW, ,:s1"1 the 
function YYY defined in Eq. VI.l.89. This requires setting Ia - I, 
and the lift and drag coefficients CLR and CDR are also found at this 
time by linear interpolation. The time afte~ the rotation, when a more 
or less steady positive flight path angle has been acquired, is 
TI~~h) - TlHa + OELTVR (VI.1.1P2) 
where DELTVR is input, or defaulted to 3.5 sec. During this brief 
interval, of course, the exact dynamic response of the aircraft would 
require consideration of the aerodynamic derivatives, the ground effect 
on UU.'SL derivatives and the aircraft inertia in pitch. These details 
are not L'O/uiidered in this subroutine, which is intended to model tho 
airn.lft <is it p<Jint mass during the take-off maneuver. 
Folloving the computation of angle of attack, it h tested whether 
the vertical forces (lift and upward component of thrust) exceed the 
weight, with T(5) - O. If so, the friction is set to HU - Q. and 
the take-off speed is calculated in kts a8 
VTOKTS - T(4) * .592087 (VI.l.103) 
The parameter values at lift-off are initial conditions for the fourth 
event (gear retraction) and this ie modeled by a reduction in drag coef-
ficient. This begins when the altitude equals Rca - 20 ft, and the 
corresponding time is found by interpolation as TC. The gear retracting 
operation requires an interval of DTCR - 7 sec. and the gear drag incre-
ment falls linearly to zero over this time interval. The flag IC 1.8 
set to 1 at the beginning of retraction t and the lift varies linearly 
with time from CLa to CLTO ' at beginning and end of gear retraction. 
This permits computation of anale of attack durina aear retraction. 
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The next two events correspond to take-off altitude heights of 
35 ft and 50 ft, and these occur at runway distances found by interpola-
tion as S35 and SSO ft, when IpAS • I or 2, respectively. When this 
flag has been set at 2, the altitude exceeds 50 ft and control passes 
over the 23 statements dealing with these two events. 
The flaps are deflected at the angle OFLPTO ' and are to be re-
tracted at the input altitude HFLP - 400 ft. Retraction requires a 
time interval which is calculated as DTFLP ' which is defined as equiva-
lent to a retraction rate of 3-1/3 deg per sec. OVer this time interval 
lift and drag characteristics vary linealy between flaps down and flaps 
up conditions. The take-off maneuver terminates at the specified 
altitude HMAX • If HMAX is less than HFLP it terminates when the flaps 
are retracted. 
Engine failure is simulated by repeating the ground run portion of 
the subr.outine, when the input flag is NFAIL - O. Tnis failure is 
assumed to occur at the ground speed, VI' where all parameters are 
calculated by interpolation. The flag 1M is set to 2, indicating engine 
failure has been initiated, unless the total number of e~gines is 
ENp = 1. The continued takeoff computations after engine failure is 
handled by the same equations as the all engine takeoff except the 
thrust is reduced by the loss of the engine. The continued takeoff 
calculations are terminated at an altitude 50 feet above the airport. 
The accelerat-stop computations after engine failure begin at 
statement 400. Following initialization, the loop beginning at state-
ment 920 integrates tile equations of motion until the brakes are 
applied or until the velocity is less than 1 ft/sec. This is done by 
implementing the following logic: 
(1) Engine thrust is reduced to zero 1.8 sec after failure is 
initiated. 
(2) Brakes are applied 3.5 sec after failure. 
A closed form solution of the one-dimensional motion is then used 
with the braking value of friction, MUB, and this computation has been 
described in subroutine OLANO. The result is the incremental runway 
distance OLG, which is the distance traveled afte~ brakes are applied. 
The total runway distance is then given by 
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DSTOP • T(6) + DLG ' (VI.l.l04) 
where T(6) is the runway di~tance preceding brake application. 
r 
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Vl.l.6 Subroutine D~ 
This 9O-card subroutlDe i. called " TAltorr, .. an arau-ot of .ub-
routine INTS, and it computes the time de~ivatives of the aircraft 
position and velocity. The two kinemati.c equations are integrated to sive 
horizontal and vertical distance traveled, and the two acceleration equa-
tions in general yield the velocity and the flight path angle, while 
ignoring the rigid body pitch dynamJcs of the aircraft. The accelerationa 
and velocities are limited by input value. of the followina quantities: 
(1) Maximum load factor 
(2) Maximum velocity 
(3) Ma.1mum lift coefficient (ansle of attack) 
(4) Maximum pitch angle 
(S) Minimum (zero) load f~ctor 
(tJ) Nu ue.·,:ct!leration along flight path 
In ~implest form, the forces acting on the center of mass of the 
aircraft are lift, drag, thrust and weight, and if the thrust is oriented 
by the angle a -fw' the acC':eleration ccaponenu acting OD the aircraft 
mass are 
L 
D 
W • mg 
Figure VI.l.4 Applied Forces During Take-off 
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o • (g/W) [T coa(a - ~) - 0 - W sin), - IlFNJ I (VI.l.105) V Y • (g/W) [T ain (a - ~) + L - W COl!! " J 
where ~ • 0 when the aircraft is airborne, And where the normal force 
ia otherwise: 
(VI.l.106) 
The subroutine accounts for weight loss due to fuel consumption, and the 
thrust varies accolding to the speed and altitude, as found by sub-
routine ENGINE. The angle of attack is equal to the wing incidence 
angle until the aircraft rotation is initiated during takeoff. 
The subroutine begins with the modification of the angle of attack, 
ALPHA, during the airborne portion of the take-off maneuver. Aa measured 
by the load factor ~F' the angle of attack in degrees is increased 
according to: 
{
ALPHA + .1 
ALPHA· ALPHA + .3 
ALPHA + .5 
'\.F > .~5 
.8 < Xx.F ~ .85 
~F ~ .8 
Whether or not the aircraft is airborne. subroutines CLIFT and ORAC 
are called in mode 2, returning v,Blues of CL and CO' the next 12 lines 
of code deal with the drag and lift increments due to landing gear and 
flaps. These events occur at the times tc (begin landing gear retrac-
tion) and TFLP (begin flap retraction), and quantities returned by 
DRAG are 
CDGU • drag coefficient, takeoff flaps down and gear up 
CDFU • drag coefficient, flaps up and gear down 
The corrected coefficients of drag and lift are then 
CD • C - DCDG GFAC/DTGR - DCDFFFAC/DT I D FLP CL • CL - DCLFFFAC/DTFLP (VI. 1. 107) 
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where DCOO and DCDr are incrementa in drag due to gear and flapa and 
DC
LF 
ia the lift increment due to flaps. The remaining factora repre-
sent the linear change of these increments over the time interval 
DTGR or D'I'FT,P' 
Maximum and limit values of lift coefficient are then found, to 
account for takeoff speed margins. If CL exceeds the ltmit value 
CLLMT , the subroutine CLIFT returns a lower angle of attack, and a 
second iteration from statement 1010 develops a lift coefficient lesa 
than C LL.M'I' • 
The tuaelase attltyde anale may .lao limit the anale of attack, if 
THETA, exceeds THiMAx' In this case, the angle of attack is defined 
in degrees 8S 
ALPHA • TH~ + EYEw - T(5) * 57.29578 (VI.l.lC'S) 
where T(S) is the flight path angle. Control again returns to the 
beginning of this loop, at statement 1000. Otherwise, the normal load 
factor incr~ent due to lift and thrust Is found as 
~, • [eL * QSW + TA sin (ALPlL\) J/W cos(T(S» (VI.l.I09) 
and if this exceeds ~FMAX when the aircraft is airborne, the angle 
of attack is reduced by .1 deg for the next iteration. This reduction 
Is only .05 deg if the flaps have already begun to be retracted. 
The equivalent airspeed is then calculated in kts as 
£AS • T(4) * 'KTFPS * SQRT(RHO/RHOSL) 
(VI.l.llO) 
where 
KTFPS • .592087 and RHOSL • .0023769. 
This is required to be less than the velocity for maximum rate of 
climb, VEND. Otherwise, T(4) is reduced to this equivalent value and the 
velocity acceleration is set to T(8) - O. 
The tangential acceleration in the unconstrained case is then given 
in st&tement 4200 as 
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T(8) • (32.1S/W) (TA eO.(~KAR' - 0 - MU * F - W*SIN(T(S») 
Where draa and normal force durin. takeoff are 
D • C * QSW D 
, • W - ~ * QSW - tA * SIN(ALPHAa) 
(VI.l.ll1) 
(VI .1.112) 
If lOUT· 2 or T(8) i8 positive, the normal acceleration T(9), 
and horizontal and vertical velocity compone~t. T(lO), T(ll), are 
computed by straightforward equations before returning. If T(8) ia 
neg4tive, the drag exceeds tne thrust, so the angle of attack i. re-
duced and the counter lALOP is augmented. If 20 iterations do not 
develop a positive acceleration T(8), a lower flap deflection 1. aUI-
gellted by the print atate::tent w;len I ALOP • 20. 
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VI.l.7 Subroutine TAXI 
This is a very brief subroutine with the purpose of camputiftC) the 
fuel burned whjle taxiing at ground idle. This is used to account for 
taxi time at the start and end ~f mission. This fuel weight is sub-
tracted from the initial gross weight to provide the aircraft weight 
at take-off. 
At each time step, the subroutine is called, and it calls TPALT 
for values of pressure and temperature, PAMS ' TAMS' at the runway 
altitude, H. These are input to the subroutine ENGINE, which returns 
fuel flow per engine, FF, in lb per hr. This is multiplied by the 
munber of engines, EN p ' 
FF - ENp • FP (VI.l.lll) 
Next, the weight of the fuel burned d~rin8 the time interval DELTT 
WF - FF • DELT T T 
and this reduces the aircraft weight, 
W-W-WF T 
The total fuel but'ned and the total taxi time are then augmented a8 
WF - WF + wFT 
and 
ST - ST + DELTT 
(VI.l.114) 
(VI.l.115) 
(VI.l.116) 
(VI.l.117) 
If KwRtTE is nonzero, both input and output values of these tlme-
varying parameters are printed before control is returned to subroutine 
PERFRM. 
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VI.l.B Subroutine TURN 
This is another very brief subroutlDe. which ca1cu1atea certalD 
parametera descriptive of the ateady turn .aneuver. The aubroutine 
besins by determinins the atatic pressure P and temperature T 
. 0 0 
at the input altitude ""nm.N' by ca11ina subroutine TPALT. The speed 
of Bound is then siven in ft per sec by 
(VI.l.118) 
and the dynamic pres.ure in 1b per aq ft is 
Q •• 7*P • ....2 TURN 0 ~ (VI.1.119) 
where ~ 1. the airplane'. Mach number in the turn. 
The load factor in the turn is the ratio of lift to weiaht. .. shown 
in Figure VI.l.S. With the load factor XLFTRN input as greater than 
one, this permits the required lift coefficient to be found a8 
L • W XLFTRN 
L cos (PHI) • W 
Figure VI.l.S Aircraft in Coordinated Turn 
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CUqr • ILfTRN VOS/ctnnu. ' M.1.120) 
where WOS i. the wina 10adina in 1b per .q ft, a. calculated a fev 
line. earlier. If this i. le •• than the limit value CLTLHT , the bank 
anale is found. Othenll.e, the lift coefficient JJ CLTLMT and the 
limit load factor i. 
(VI.l.U1) 
In either ca.e, the bank anal. ~. liven b, 
PHI • ARCOS(l/XLFTRN) 
as suggested by Figure V~.1.5. The Mach number and 11ft coefficient together 
imply a dra8 coefficient CDTURN ' as provided by .ubroutine DRAG, and 
the minimum thrust required for maintainin8 velocity durin8 the turn is 
equal to the dra8. 
The steady turn radius in ft is ~hen found by equatin8 horizontal 
forces to the centripetal acceleration. or 
(VI.l.124) 
Finally, if IDe i8 not equal to 99J subroutine ENGINE determine. 
the thrust available at this fli8ht condition, and if it is 1es. than 
. 
that required, an appropriate mes.aae i. printed before returnina to 
subroutine PERFRM. 
]f IOC - 99 subroutine TURN is being used by subroutine ENGSZ to 
determine the thrust required in sizing the engines to the specified 
turn requirements. 
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• 
VI.l.9 Suhrou~in~ x~ 
nti •• ubroutine compute. the cruta. rans- u.in. the Irequ.t ran •• 
equation, for both propeller and tur~~jet aircraft. The equl1ibr1ua, 
In crui.e, of lift and weight and of thrus~ and drag together lead to 
cruise anale of attack and cruise velocity, for a particular power set-
ting. The equilibrium equation. are nonlinear and must be solved it~.­
tively, and subject to several con.traint •• 
The subroutine begine by determining .tatic pressure '0 and the speed 
of sound ASON at the input cruise altitude, H, through a call to TPALT. 
Initial valu.s for aircraft weilht and Mach number are al.o .pecified, 
and the square root of the denaity ratio 1. defined as 
Ip /P ] 1/2 SQRDR. 0 lli T/TREF (VI.l.l2S) 
where PRE~· 2116.22 Ib per s~ ft and TREF • 518.67 del R. Thi. scale 
factor will be needed at several pointe la~e~ in the progr ... 
The subroutine ASPEED is called, the engine operating condition 
for normal cruise power havillg been specified with thu indicator KENG • 
The Mach number returned as ~p is the "normal power" value. and it 
corresponds to the velocity in kts, 
VELK • 29.07 ~P SQRT(To) (VI.l.126) 
This also serves as an initial value for the loop between statements 20 and 
30, which leads to the 'speed for the best "specific range," in nautical 
miles per lb of fuel; 
(VI.I.127) 
where FF is the fuel flow returned by eubroutine ENGINE, and EN, ie 
the number of engines. This iterative loop varies the velocity, first 
1n steps of 10 kts and, once the peak ie surpassed, in 2 kt step~. The 
resulting "best range" Mach number is den"ted EHaRC' 
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* .. 
The next phue of the 8ubroutine eSe.l" with cnalae perfor.ance .t 
• maxim~ of three fuel capacities aneS at three Mach numbers. The fuel 
weights are input through COMMON/WGTRGE/ as 
WFAMAX • maximum available fuel weight (minimum payload) 
WYAMIN • minimum available fuel weight (maximum payload) 
WFADES ~ design available fuel weight 
The Mach numbers have been specified as 
r."Mx • cruise Mach number, input as CIlsACH' or defaulted to !HCRO 
~ • normal power Mach number 
E HaaG • maximum specific range Mach number 
The parameter SPEED used by subroutine ACCEL is equated to one of 
these Mach numbers, dep,.mding on t.he value of the input flag IeROs , and a 
number of other definitions are made at this point. 
The subroutine ACCEL returns the time ST, the range , and the 
fuel weight DELwGr required to accelerate from the "cUmb" Mach number 
~CLB to the "cruise" Mach number S~EED. The integers IDe and I SEGX 
are defined as 1 an~ 9 for later use in the subroutinr riCINE, and 
we{ght of available fuel is defined as WFAVLB' w~lch depends on the 
mis~ijn weight and on ·.JF~X' WFAM1N and WFADES • The "mission weight," 
WTM1SN ' J.f input is a take-off weight which is le&5 than the gross weight 
but great~r than the empty weight of the aircraft. 
After setting to zero the par~~eters OUT(I,J) and RESF(I), the 
index K is initialized at zero, before the loop 120 is enterel·. This 
loop is passed through for each of the three Mach numbers, EMX (K-l), 
EMNP (K=2), and EMBRG (K=3). Initially, the Mach numbers are checked 
to determine if they are wi thin ;'he operating envelope of the aircraft. 
The velocity VMAX is expressed in kts, a~d if the operating velocity 
Vx exceeds VMAX ' then Vx and EM are re-defined to corresponu to VMAX ' 
which must satisfy the maximum operating a~r&peed and Mach number 
constraints. 
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ror all but fixed-pitch prop.ll.r .,.t ... (1 •••• for IODI ~ 8). aub-
routi~es CTAER and ENGINE are called to determine the drog DRG and the 
required thrust of the enginea, FNRQ , at the fUght condition of inter-
eat. Thesl' parameters are defined at atatement 145 at the altitude, H, 
and aircraft weight, W. 
A longer, iterative process is required for fixed pitch propeller 
systems, or KODE • 8. In this case the aircraft speed is determined by 
the engine (~w~r setting, to find a Mach number SMN at which thrust and 
drag arc in bdlancc, Le., at which 
ERROR • (FNRQ - DRG)/DRG < .002 • (VI.l.l2S) 
where FNRQ is the thrust 8S output by ENGINE and DRG is the drag as 
output by CTAER. 
On convergence of this ~oop, if shaft horsepower SHP ia 1eaa than 
available horsepower (HPAVLD)' control passes to statement 146. Other-
wise the engine RPM is reduced by 5% and the loop is reinitiated. This 
can be rl'peated until convergence occurs. The equat10n.l between 8tate-
ml'nts 146 and 145 are concerned only with th~ time spent in accelerating 
to the cruise Mach number, and with the fuel consumption during this 
interval. When KODE - 8 and IL • 0, as on the initial arrival at 146, 
subroutine ACCEL returns the aircraft weight and range covered during the 
constant altitude acceleration to the Mach number SPEED. This is necessary 
regardl~ss of the iterations needed in the initial loop between state-
ments 142 and 146. 
The Breguet range constant at the start of cruise is then found in 
units of nautical miles, as 
DREGI - Vx Wl 3600./(FF1 * 6076.1) 
(VI.1.129) 
where aircraft velocity in ft per sec is the product of Mach number and 
the speed of sound, 
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.::aewwc 
(VI.l.llO) 
.ircraft weight is WI lb .nd fuel flow Is, 
FFI • FF * ENp (VI.l.lll) 
where FF i8 fuel flow per engine in lb per hr, .nd the aubacript 1 
indicates parametric values at the beginning of the cruis. ph •••• 
The fuel weight available for cruise is the difference 
(VI.Ll32) 
where 
WF1 • fuul weight used in taxi, t~keoff, and climb, Ib 
WFRES - reserve fuel weight, Ib 
Aircraft and fuel weights at the end of crui ••• r. W2 and W'2' 
respectively, and these are found by the same iterative procedure as 
described above for the beginning of cruise •. The subscript 2 indicates end 
at crUl.se ,lnd i!; used to specify fuel flow FF 2' t-1ach nur.ther EM
2
, velocity, 
VKTS2 • .5921 EM2 ASON (VIoLl33) 
and equivalent airspeed 
VKES2 • VKTS2 SQRDR, (VI.1.134) 
where BQRDR is defined 1n Eq. VI.l.l2S. 
This pprmits the computation of the end of cruise BrQquet factor 
BREG 2 by an C'·lu.ltion similar to that of Eq. Vt.Ll:l9, following which the 
laVt'rdqe" factor is 
(VI.LllS) 
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---.... ~-- ..... . 
• 
Th. crui.. rani. i. then calculated .. 
and other parameters at the end of cruise are given as range R2, 
angle of attack ALPH2, attitude angle THET2, lift coefficient 
11ft to drag ratio ZLOD2, and time ST2• 
(VI.l.136) 
The array OUT(6,16) is then used for storing computed quantities 
at start and end of cruise for the three Mach numbers, as indieated by 
the counter K. A large number of WRITE statements follow, which are 
self-explanatory, and these are followed by a redefinition of available 
fuel; i.e., the first pass through the loop beginning at line 100 is 
with the available fuel weight given by 
WFAVLB • WFAM1N • DELwGT (VI.l.ll7) 
while the subsequent passes define this weight as WFAMAX and WFADES ' 
respectively. 
The closing computations deal with the specification of the output 
parameters, at the design payload fuel weight, computed on the final 
pass through XRANGE, which are used for checking range or endurance 
rc,-!uircmcnts in subroutine RGBAL or operati.ng cost in subroutine GACOST. 
The input parameter I CRUS specifies the speed condition selected 
for the dcsign mission rerfor.llance and the index 
1Q( = 2(ICRUS + 1) - 1, 
and the following parameters are defined: 
RCLBNM = range after climbing, to start of cruise, run 
RCRNM = cruise range, nm 
TCRHR :II time spent in cruise, hr 
TCLHR .. time spent in climbing to start of cruise, hr 
EMSAVE - Mach number at start of cruise 
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"SAVE • altituda of crui ••• ft 
WrCRU • fuel consumed in cruis., lb 
R • total range, after cruie •• am 
ST • total time from take-off, after cruise. hr 
W, • total fuel uaed, after cruise, lb 
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VI.l.lO Subroutine AS PEED 
This subroutine is used to calculate the maximum Mach number for 
equilibrium flight at 9iven values of weight, altitude and engine power 
setting. 
The subroutine is called by subroutines GACOST, XRANGE and PNOYS, 
and it calls on subroutines CTAER, ENGINE, ITRMHW and TPALT. The itera-
tive met.hod begins with an estimate of Mach number, to which cor.responds 
a thrust value based on the engine data, at a specified engine power 
condition, KENGX. &ubroutine CTAER then determines the cruise angle of 
attack at which lift and weight are equal, and returns a value for drag, 
whi~h is compared with the thrust before modifying the Mach number. 
The call arguments of ASPEED are the output Mach number XMN, alti-
tude (ft) HIN , weight (lb) WIN' and engine power indicator ~NGX' After 
specifi~ation of certain parameters, a call to TPALT returns the static 
pressure P and temperature T at the altitude HIN • The pressure is then 0 0 
expressed in Ib per' sq ft and the density follows by the equation of state 
as 
RHO - P /[53.32(32.2) 
0 
T ] 
0 
(VI.l.138) 
as expressed in slugs per cu ft. The Mach number to start the iteration 
is then computed as the maximum value, corresponding to the maximum 
operating airspeed VMO ' 
(VI.l.131) 
The denominator of this expression is the speed of sound in kts, for 
any values of air density and temperature. Since I TOM • 0, the first 
loop is entered in order to find the Mach number for minimum power 
required. The drag is initially set equal to the weight, and the Mach 
number is reduced from the value XMN in steps of 0.1, until the valu~ 
of drag returned by CTAER is greater than the value on the previous 
iteration. After this overshoot, the Ma~h number is increased by .01 
and on the next iteration, 
DRG> DRGp ' 
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so control is transferred to atatement 8, where ~MIN is the Mach 
number at which drag is a minimum. 
The longer loop, between statements 4 and 10, begins by calling 
CTAER at the MAch number XMN • The cruise drag returned is DRG, and 
set equal to the required thrust 
FNRQ • ORG , (VI.l.140) 
before subroutine ENGINE is called, at the same values of Mach and alti-
tude. The thrust per engine is returned, in terms of which t~e total 
thrust available is 
(VI.l.14l) 
where ENp is the number of engines, which is input in the cammon state-
ment, UNIV. 
Now, if thrust available, FNAV eKceeds the thrust required, FNRQ 
on the first iteration (while J C - 0) it means that a velocity greater 
than the "maximum" value V is possible, and control Ilasses to the 
MO 
write statement 20 before returning. Otherwise, the dimensionless 
error is 
(VI.1.l42) 
and this difference, together with its previous value, permits use of a 
linear iteration procedure in subroutine ITRMHW, leading to a MAch 
number for which thrust available and thrust required are more nearly 
equal. If the error is less than .002, the computation is complete, 
and the true airspeed in kts is found at statement 10, 
VKTAS - .5921 ~ * 49.1 * ~ (VI.l,143) 
fo11owina which the subroutine returns control to the callina program. 
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VI.l.ll Subroutine RGBAL 
This subroutine i8 called only by MAIN, and it. purpose i. to 
compare the total range or endurance computed in X~'-NGE with an input 
required mission range or endurance, RCRRQ • If RCRRQ < 24, it assumes 
an endurance requirement is being specified. 
If the error exceeds one percent, the aircraft gross weight 1. adjusted 
and the aircraft entirely resized before ~eflying the mi.sion to 
generate an updated fi-gure for range or endurance. This subrou~ine 
controls the program flow during this resizing iteration to determine 
the aircraft size required for the range or endurance requirement, 
RCRRQ • 
A flow diagram for subroutine RGBAL is shown in" ~'igure VI .1. t., which 
outlines the calculations corresponding to the following logic. When 
RGBAL is initially called, the range or endurance corresponding to 
the initial gross weight is known, as is the range or endurance 
requirement. Assuming the difference exceeds one percent, the gross 
weight is changed by a scale factor, FACWI • There are two options for 
resizing the aircraft, one holds wing loading fixed, the other fixes 
wing area, and is follo'wed by reflying the mission and calculating the 
new range or endurance. This permits linear estimation of the gross 
weight needed to meet the required range or endurance condition. 
Recomputation leads to a new range or endurance and to a new estimate 
of the gross weight. A third iteration yields either less than 1 percent 
error or the printing of an error "failure" message before returning 
to MAIN. 
The subroutine begins with the initialization of the gross weight 
and range or endurance parameters, 
WGRI(l) 
where 
- W G 
(VI.l.144) 
('JI.l.145) 
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Input Range 
Requirement 
Compute 
Range Error 
y Range Does No'fo!l ..... __ <:: 
Close Within 
Tolerance Approxi.ate New 
y Gross Weight 
.> ..... _--.... -4 to Meet Range 
Decrease 
Gross Weight 
Store Previous 
Increase 
Gross Weight 
'"' 1 
Recompute: 
Geometry (SIZE) 
Aerodynamics 
(FLAPS ,CT~.ER) 
Engine(ENGINE, 
ENGWGT) 
Weights (WGlrr) 
Periormance(PERFRM) • 
Compute New Range 
(XRANGE) 
Figure VI.l.6 Subroutine RGBAL 
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Requirement 
KRANGElIOKRANGE+1 
! ~-~- ----- ~ 
WG • input gross weight, lb 
RCANM • cruise range, IUD 
RCLBNM • climb range, nm 
TCRHX • time in cruise/hre 
TCLHR • time to climb, hre 
where the climb and cruie. times OD the rilht are input throulh 
COMMON/RANCK/, ss computed in subroutine XRANCE. The scale factor 
FACWl is input through COMMON/INRBAL/, and the range error is expressed 
in dimensionless form as 
(VI.l.l46) 
or all 
(VI.l.l47) 
depending again upon whether or no~ RCRRQ dxceeds 24 in magnitude. 
If this figure is below .01 in magnitude, t~e subroutine returns, after 
printing the significant results. Otherwise, the flow depends on the 
iteration number ~NCE' which 1s initially O. 
When ~GE - 0, the gross weight is !acreased or decreased by 
the scale factor, according to 
w • G 
(VI.l.l48) 
and subsequently ~NCE· 1 to indicate the first iteration is under.way. 
For Bubeequent iterations, when ~CE. 1 or 2, gradient information 
is provided by 
(VI.1.149) 
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aad the updated aroaa weilht ia found aa 
after prevlou8ly deflnina Wel • We· 
The wing loading la redefined .. 
(VI.~.150) 
(VI.1.1Sl) 
If ISWING· 1, and after some lines of output printing, control passes 
to st,tement 21. Subroutine SIZE is called twice, with NPC. 3 (to 
initialize it) and NPC. 2 (to develop new values for wing and tail 
geometric parameters). 
This is followed by three calls to subroutine FLAPS, corresponding 
to flap deflections in cruise, take-off and landing configurations. 
Lift and drag coefficients for the aircraft are returned for these flight 
conditions, and Mach number and altitude are defined as input to sub-
routine CTAi:R, which returns angle of attack, lift and drag in cruise. 
Subsequent calls to subroutine ENCSZ return values of engine sizing 
data, depending on flight condition and aircraft geometry. These are 
followed by calla to subroutines ENCWCT, WCHr, and PERFRM, which finally 
develops values for total range or endurance in the climb and cruise 
configura'i:.ion. 
It is noted that at most three iterations are possible through the 
subroutine. If convergence occurs before the third iteration is complete, 
the variation of gross weight and corresponding total range or endurance 
is printed, together with the required cruise range or endurance, RCRRQ. 
Before returning, the subroutine calls CTAER, OUTPUT and AEROUT, 
to provide output of the final value~ of geometry, weight, and cruise, 
takeoff, and landing aerodynamics. 
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VI.2 PERFORMANCE MODEL USER'S ~ruAL 
As suggested by tne descriptive material in Part I of Volume VI, 
the study of aircraft performance involves many subroutines and many 
input/output parameters. Tne performance subroutines given in Table 
VI.l.l are tabul.~ted alphabetically in this section, and it will be noted 
that a relatively small number of input parameters (10 to 20) are 
required by each. 
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VI. 2.1 Input· Subroutine ACCEL 
VARIABLE DESeRI PTION 
EM • initial Mach number 
ENP • number of engines 
H • altitude, ft 
SPEED • desil.'ed veloci ty, kts, or (less than S) de.ired Mach number 
ST • in1 tial time, hr 
SW • wing area, sq ft 
tv 
• 
• initial gross weight, lb 
VI.2.2 Output - Subrouti~e ACCEL 
-
VARIABLE DESeRI PT ION 
EM • Mach number 
R • range, nm 
Sf • time, hr ) W • gross weight, lb 
wr • fue 1 consumed, Ib 
so 
--, "-- -----'- ------ . ' .. ---------
VARIABLE 
EM 
EMMO 
ENP 
K 
KIN 
KENGX 
KWRITE 
VMO 
WG 
VARIABLE 
DRG 
XMN 
V:.2.l InDut - Subroutine ASPE~ 
DESCRIPTION 
• Mach n~mber 
• maximum operating Mach nwnber 
• number of engines 
• altitude, ft 
• input altitude, ft 
• ~nd1cates engine power setting 
.. I 0, do not write output 
1, write output 
• m4Xtmum operating velocity, KEAS 
• gross take-off weight, Ib 
• input weight, Ib 
. . VI 2 4 0 ut~ut - u rout ne S b i 
• r)ESCRIPTION 
. 
, 
= drag, lb 
ASPEED 
= Mach nwnber for cruise equilibrium 
. 
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VI.2.S Input - Subroutine CLIMB 
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
ALPHLO = angle of attack for zero lift, deg 
AR 
DELH 
DLMC4 
EM 
HENDeL 
ICLM 
~RITE 
R 
SW 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
aspect ratio 
altitude increment in computing climb performance, ft 
quarter chord wing sweep, deg 
Mach numbe~ 
cruise Mach number 
maximum operating Mach number 
number of engines 
win9 incidence angle, deg. 
altitude, ft 
terminal altitude for cl.i..mb maneuver, ft 
1, maximum ROC; 2, maximum operating speed, 3, specified EAS 
write option 
range, nm 
reference wing area, sq ft 
climb velocity for maximum rate of climb, ft per sec 
limiting operating climb velocity 
maximum operating airspeed, kts 
W = initial w~ight, lb 
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. . VI 2 t' (~t~ut - Subroutine CLIMB 
-
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
[M = Mach numuer 
II = altitude. ft 
R ,. range. nm 
ST • time, hr 
TA .. engine thrust, Ib 
W ::t Wt.'iqht. III 
WF .. fuel consumed, Ib 
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~~.2.7 Input - Subroutine DERIV 
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
ALPHLO - zero angle of attack 
AR • aspect ratio 
COFU • drag coefficient, take-off flaps, gear up 
CLALPH 
• lift curve slope, per deg 
CLMAX • maximum lift coefficient 
DLMC4 • quarter chord sweep, deg 
DTFLP • tim~ ir.crement to retract flapa, aec 
DTGR • time increment to retract gear, sec 
EM • Mach number 
EYEW • wing incidence, deg 
HOB ~ ~ltitudu above ground in wing spans 
{
O' all engines 
lOUT • I, one engine out 
2, accelerate-stop on runway 
MU - normal force friction coefficient 
QSW - product of wing area and dynamic ~teBsure, Ib 
rulO • air density, slug per cu ft 
TA • thrust, lb. 
TFLP - time of beginning flap retraction, sec 
TG - time of beginning landing gear retraction, sec 
TGU - time gear retraction completed, o~~ 
TlIEMt\X - maximum fuselage pitch angle, deg 
VEND - velocity for maximum climb rate 
w - weight, Ib 
XLFMAX - maximum load factor during take-off 
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~"~.l!'_~ ______ ---______ .. ___________ _ 
. . VI 2 8 Output - Subroutine OERIV 
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
ALPHA - angle of attack, deg 
CD = drag coefficient during take-off 
CL '" lift coefficient during take-off 
OCOF = drag coefficient increment due to flaps 
OCOG = drag coefficient increment due to gear 
OCLF = lift coefficient increment due to flaps 
HMAX .. altitude at end of take-off, ft 
IACCL = flag indicating limits on load factor or speed are reached 
TIlETAF = fuselage attitude angle durinS' take-off, deg 
xU' = load factor 
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VI. 2.9 Input - Subroutine OLAND 
VARIABLE DESeR! PT ION 
ALPHLO = zero-lift angle of attack, deg 
ALTLND 
AR 
B 
CLALPH 
DLMC4 
ENP 
EYEW 
HAPP 
HTG 
ILER 
IWGS 
IWLD 
HuB 
RSMX 
SINKTD 
SW 
TDELAY 
- altitude of runway above sea level, ft 
- wing aspect ratio 
- wing span, ft 
• 11ft curve slope, per rad 
- quarter chord sweep angle, deg 
- number of engines 
- wing incidence angle, deg 
• approach altitude, ft 
- wing 
_ ) 1, 
t 2, 
{ 
1, 
- 2, 
3, 
height above ground, ft 
runway length constraint satisfied 
iterating on runway l~ngth constr~int 
first iteration in runway length computation 
second iteration in runway length computation 
last iteration in runway length computation 
landing weight is gross weight 
landing weight is weight at end of previous segment t
o, 
- 1, 
2, landing weight is WLpCT times gross weight 
• breaking coefficient of fri.ct.ion 
• maximum rate of sink, ft per min 
- sink rate at touchdown, ft per sec 
• wing area, sq ft 
• pilot's brake reaction time, .ec 
(eONTI~ruED) 
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---~~----.--.---- ~- ----~---~ 
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
TDELLD = incremental temperature above standard temperature, of 
TIDLE = idle thrust, lb 
TROTID ::; ratio of reverse thrust to idle thrust 
VRATT = ratio of approach speed to stall speed 
W = aircraft weight, lb 
WG = gross weight, lb 
WGS ::0 wing loading, lb per sq ft. 
WLPCT ::; landing weight divided by gross weight 
XWGRQ = landing length requirement, ft 
XLFMX = maximum load factor during flare maneuver 
VI 2.10 Output - Subroutine DLAND 
Vl\i-\ I/\BLE DESCRIPTION 
TIDLE = total idle thrust, Ib 
WGS = wing loading, lb per sq ft 
DLT = total landing distance from obstacle height, ft 
DLG = distance from obstacle to start of flare, ft 
DLTR = flare distance, ft 
DDELAY = distance from brake application, ft 
DLGL = braked ground roll distance, ft 
DFAR = FAR 25/121 factored landing distance, ft 
RS = rate of sink during glide portion, ft per min 
VAPEAS ::0 approach speed, KEAS 
VSTETl.S = landing stall speed, KEAS 
VTD "" touchdo';.'.1 speed, KEAS 
OOG = average decceleration during landing ground roll, g's 
THETA = approach flight path angle, deg 
CLMX = landing maximum lift coefficient 
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VI.2.11 Input - Subroutine PERFRM 
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
CRALT = cruise altitude, ft 
EMTURN m Mach number in turn 
HPORT = altitude of airport, ft 
HTURN = altitude of turn, ft 
IOC a <.:ontrol parameter 
IFLY = input parameter to control mission computation 
ISEG = 1 to 8, mission segment indicator 
MUB = braking coefficient of friction 
TDELTO = temperature increment above standard for mission 
TDELTX = temperature increment above standard for engine 
sizing 
VLIMX 
'" 
maximwn take-off velocity, ft per sec 
WG = aircraft gross weight, lb 
WTMISN = start of mission weight, lb 
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VI.2.l2 Input - Subroutine PCBAL 
VArUABLE DESCRIPTION 
DFLPLD • landing flap deflection, deg 
DFLPTO • take-off flap deflection. deg 
EMCRU • cruise Mach number 
FACWI • weight modification factor 
HNCRU • cruise altitude, ft 
IEGWGT 
• { 0, [-ropulsion weight and nacelle geomtry fixed input 
1, propulsion weight and nacelle geomtry computed in ENGWGT 
ISWING • { 0, hold wing loading fixed 
1, hold wing area fixed 
NTYE • input flag 1 to 13, describing engine type 
NTYP • input flag 1 to 16, describing propeller type 
RCLBNM • climb range, nautical mlle8 
RCRNM • cruise range, nautical miles 
RCRRQ • required total mission range, nautical miles or endurance, hrs 
SW - wing area, sq ft 
T~LHR • climb time, hrs 
TCRHR - cruise time, hrs 
we • initial gross weight, lb 
VI.2.l3 Obtput - Subroutine RGBAL 
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
we • final gross weight required to meet range condition, Ib 
WGS - final wing loading, lb per sq ft 
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r 
VARIABLE 
ALPULO 
AR 
B 
CLALPH 
CLMAX 
DELTVR 
DLMC4 
DVR 
DVI 
EYEW 
eRCD 
HFLP 
HTMAX 
MllB 
NFAIL 
UM 
VCLMB 
VF<AT 
W 
WF 
VI.2.l4 Input - Subroutine TAKOr, 
DESCRIPTION 
• zero lift angle of attack, deg 
• aspect ratio 
• wing span. ft 
• lift curve alope, per rad 
• maximum lift coefficient at stall 
~ time required to rotate fuselage in take-off, sec. 
• quarter chord sweep angle, des 
• increment of rotation speed above decision speed, kts 
• increment of decision speed above stall 8?eed, ktl 
• wing incidence angle. deg 
• drag coefficient increment of landing gear 
• altitude at whlch flaps are retracted, ft 
• maximum take-off altitude. ft 
• Braking coefficient of friction 
• ~ 0, one engine is out 
t 1, all engines operative 
• rolling coefficient of friction 
- velocity for best rate of climb, kt. 
= margin of take-off speed above stall speed (greater 
than one) 
= current ai=craft weight, Ib 
= curr0nt fuel wcig~t, lb 
WGS = wing loading, lb per sq ft 
XLF = load factor during takeoff 
XTORQ = required field length, ft 
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VARIABLE 
ALPHA 
CD 
CL 
DTFLP 
DTCR 
H 
HMAX 
QSW 
RELI 
RHO 
5T 
TA 
TFLP 
TFLPU 
TG 
TGU 
VEND 
VLoo 
W 
XTO 
DS'I'UP 
535 
S35ALL 
SFAR25 
VI.2.l5 OutDut - Subroutine TAKO" 
DESCRIPTION 
• angle of attack, deg 
• drag coefficient 
• lift coefficient 
• time required to retract flap., .ec 
u time required to retract landing gear, •• c. 
• altitude during take-off, ft 
• cutoff maxi~um altitude, ft 
• product of dynamic pressure and wing area, lb 
• Reynolds number per ft of length 
• air density, slugs per cu ft 
• time cnd of take-off 
• total engine thrust, lb 
• time at start of flap retraction, .ec 
• time at end of flap retrAction, sec 
• t1~~ of start of gear retraction, sec 
• time at end of grear retraction, sec 
- best rate of cltmb speed, kts 
• constrained rate of climb speed, kts 
- aircr~ft weight, lb 
• wci(]ht of fuel consumed, Ib 
• dll-f'n'1ine runway distance needed to clear 35 ft 
.llli tud(', ft 
- accelerate-sto'p distance, ft 
= engine-out distance to 35 ft altitude, ft 
= all-engine distance to 35 ft altitude, ft 
= FAR 25 factored takeoff distance, ft 
- all-engine distance to 50 ft altitude, ft 
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VARlABLE 
DELTT 
ENP 
H 
~WRITE 
VI.2.1G ln~~t - Subroutine TAXI 
DESCRIPTION 
- time interval, hr 
• number of engine. 
• altitude, ft 
1
0, do not write 
- 1, write output 
output 
5T - initial time, hr 
TA - engine thrust, Ib 
W • initial aircraft weight. Ib 
wr • initial burned fuel weight, lb 
VI 2 17 . . Output - Subroutine TAXI 
VARIABLE Dl:SCRIPTION 
ST .. final time, hr 
W • final aircraft weight, lb 
wr • final burned fuel weight, lb 
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VI. 2.18 Input - Subroutine TURN 
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
CLTLMT 
-
max imwn li f t coefficient in turn 
EM • Mach nwnbcr in turn 
ENp • number of engines 
HTURN • altitude of steady turn, ft 
IDe • performance or engine sizing control parameter 
SW ,~ wing area, sq ft 
W • aircraft weight, lb 
XLFTRN a desired load factor in turn 
VI.2.19 output - Subroutine TURN 
VAlUABLE m::;CR I PT IUN 
'I'!,ThlJ thrust rt'<{ulrcd in steady turn, Ib 
XI,FTHN lO..ld t.:lctor in turn 
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VI.l.20 Input - Subroutine XRANGE 
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
CRMAC~ • cruise Mach number 
DMACH • wing compressibility Mach number 
EM • Mach nwa)er at end of cl~ 
EMMO .. maximum operating Mach number 
ENP • number of engines 
EYEW 2 wing incidence, deg 
FRES~ = reser~e fuel fraction (1.0 equals 4S minl 
(greater 10. equali-: lb. 
H - altitude, ft fuel) 
HNCRU ;:: dt.:~i'Jn cruis\;! alb. tude, ft 
HPAVLB ;:: horsepower available 
KODE = engine operating condition indicatcr 
SliP ;:: shaft horsepower 
ST = time to begin cruise, sec 
VMO = maximum operating air speed, kts 
W = weight, lb 
WF = fuel w~ight, lb 
WF~\X ;:: maximum weight of available fuel, lb 
WFAMIN = minimum weight of available fuel, lb 
WG = gross weight: Ib 
WTMISN = weight at start of mission, lb 
ZLQD = lift to drag ratio 
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VI.2.2l OUtput - Subroutine XMNGE 
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
EM = Mach number 
EMCOST = Mach number used in cost c~lculations 
EMS AVE :: Mach number used in RGBAL calculations 
FPMN :: Mach number used in fixed pitch propeller iteration 
H ::: altitude, ft 
OUT(6,l6)- flight conditions at start ~nd end of cruise, for three 
Mach numbers 
PCRPM ""- percent of rated rpm 
PO = static pressure, lb per sq ft 
R = tota,l range, run 
RCLBNM = climb range, run 
RCRNM = cruise range, run 
ST = tutal time, hr 
TCLHR = climb time, hr 
TCRHR - cruise tune, hr 
W 
-
wciCJht, lb 
WE' = fuel weight, lb 
WFCRU = cruise fuel weight, lb 
WFRES = reSf\rve fuel weight, lb 
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VI.3 PERFORMANCE t«>DEL PROGRAMMER' S MANUAL 
The flow charts in the following pa~es t'-'.i. low the order shown in 
Table VI.l.l, and it will be noted that the nominal mission sequence 
of Figure VI.I.I makes iterative loops largely unnecessary. That is, 
each mission segment requires calling a different subroutine concerned 
with the segment, and the output of each segment acts as the input to 
the next. The individual segments are al~_' st1:aghtforward, although 
the flight condition must satisfy variou constraints, as tested by a 
sequence of IF-tests. 
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VI.3.1 Subroutine PERFRM, Mission Computation Control Routine 
Subroutine PERFRM controls the mission computations in GASP. A series 
of mission segments covering: 
1- Taxi 
2. Take-off 
3. Acceleration 
4. Climb 
5. Range 
6. Landing 
7. Turns 
are controlled by PERFRM. The routine PERFRM is called from the main 
program. 
67 
PERFRM 
!DC ~99 ISEG=9 
o 
a_I. 
=99 
o w .. mil SN 
=99 
t-=....;9~ ____ -. RETURN 
Em"URN o 
2 
.--._9_9_ .... RETURN 
F lljUll' V I. J.l Subruutine PERFRM, Detailed Flow Cha.t"t 
68 
( 
,(,1ll.l.lll" rn (;['OX 
~~IU 1(:" ~I\H ITP 
(Sll;I'~2 
) 
99 
=99 
=2 
-" ~
, 4 
,\UT 1. (SPEED) 
~ 
( * Inc' ) =99 
d, 
PERFRM 
KWRITE=2 
1---. RETURN 
~ I SPEED=VLH1X I 
I 
.. RETURN 
L----..;..-.... -.J""-...... -g~~~;~8 K 
69 
;':..",;..,.., ...... ----,,---..- .. _'""'!"-- - .... , 
2 
).....J~O:....-.I HENDCLcIITU'iUf) 
=99 
REnJRN 
=3 
=99 RETURN 
=99 
,. RETURN 
I. 
) -99 
... 
• REnJRN q> IDC 
VI.l.2 Subroutine ACCEL, Acceleration Segment 
This routine canputes level flight accelerations under the control 
of PERFRM. Several subroutines are called by ACCEL during these calcula-
tions including: 
TPALT--Atmospheric Properties 
DRAG--Drag Calculations 
ENGINE--Propulsion Characteristics 
Major outputs computed by this routine are weight, range and time changes 
during the 'Hxl~leration. 
70 
ACCEL 
WJ=W 
ST.T=ST 
WFJ=WF 
RJ=R 
~ 
I CALI. TI'ALT(II,GALT,PO,FKALT,TO,G,XKV) I 
+ 
rO=PO*lH. 
SA=49.1*SQRT(TO) 
RJlO=PO! 53. 32/TO/G 
X~f:-';=SPEED 
t 
( SPEED 
"" 
>5.0 
:XMN=SPEEO/SQRT(RHO/.0023769)/(SA/l.69)I 
.J 
, 
> , ( DI '\ =X~IN 
.J 
~ RE ru't~ 
( ABS (1)1- X~It-;)) "0.0005 
t 
( '\ ;0 KWR ITI: WRITE (6) 
.J 
• 
XMtl. 
-C "' >0 Kim 1 TE .J . I WIUT[ (6) 
-~ 
\';:DI*SA 
1>1'=0.5 
Tl~Il:=O. 
lC=() 
1 I , 
S r=ST+. 5/.3600. 
1C=IC+1 
TI~!E=Tl~IE+O. 5/3600. 
+ ( T I~IE "\ >0.1 99 
.J 
~ 
CL=W/S\'il (0. 7*PO*EWE~I) 
• CALL DRA{;(1,EM,999. ,CL,EMD,CD) 
CALL ENlaNE(FN,SFC,SFN,WFUEL FAR,PO,TO,EM,H,5) 
• Figure VI.3.2 Subroutine ACCEL, Detailed Flow Chart 
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ACCEL 2 
T=FN*ENP 
WFUEL=WFUEL*ENP 
TAS=EWSA! 1.69 
EAS=TAS*SQRT(ruIO/.0023769) 
• 
+ WRITE(6)ST,R, ( Ie ""\ =1 r KWRITE '\ >0 WF,W,H,TAS,EAS, 
.J 
" 
.I Et-t, Et-m, T. WFUEL 
+ ...... -
ll\'l)r~ (.~2. 2/1\') * (T-C()*Sh'·O. 7*I'O*HI*Hl) 
+ < ( [)Vl!T ""\ =0. X~L~::EM 
.J 
J R::R.l WF=WFJ 
\'=\' +[l\'[lT*DT ST=STJ 
DI=\/SA W=WJ 
\\= \\ - WFUE L *[)T / 3t>00. 
R=R+V*DT/6076. 
WF=WF+WFlIEL*[)T/3600. 
+ ( HI "'\ =X~IN HI= At-IN 
oJ TAS=EWSA/l.69 
6 EAS::ATS·SQRT(RHO/.OO23769) • t 
J--"'--___ ----t W ,II ,'I':\S ,EAS, HI, 
~-'-~=~~--f-----t Dill ,T, WFUE 
o 
RETURN 
-_-..-.' .. , .. "'---.... ~-,.-"'''.,-.. . .... -.-----_ ... _ .. -......... , -...."'_ .... -, 
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WRITE (6) 
ST,WF,W,R 
VI. J. J Subroutine CLIMB, Climb Calculations 
This routine computes pianar climb segment characteristics. Atmospheric 
properties along the climb path are determined from TPALT. Required lift 
coefficient is found from CLIFT and drag coefficient from DRAG. propulsion 
system characteristics are obtained fran ENGINE. 
Climb paths may be flown at m..lXimum rate-of-climb, at maximum allowable 
airspeed, at a specified equivalent air speed. Three functions PART, 
BOZA, and ADEN arc defined and used in subroutine CLIMB. 
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CLIMB 
FUNCTION DrFINITrONS 
- ----------
.. -------_ ... ,. 
r A RT (XXX, X III , X 22 2 , X: •. ~ 11) = ( l( X X X - X 111 ) * (XXX - X 2 22) ) / 
«X333-X111}*(X333-X122»)*Y111 
B02A(V11,VZ2.V33,U1,U2,U3)=(V11**Z*(U2-U3)-V2Z**Z*(U1-U3) 
+V33**2*lUI-U2»/(2.*(-VII*(U2-U3)+V22*(UI-U3)-V33*(Ul -UZ) 
ADEN=WI.W2,W3,:l,:l,:3)=:3*(W2-W1)+Z2*(WI-W3)+Zl*(W3-W2) 
RTOD=57.2957795 
l~lllC=O 
[)I:LTAH=O. 
ICLNP= ICL~! 
AU'IL\= 12. 
+ I C\l.l. CLlFl'(I,ALI)IIA,CLL.ALrHO,CLALPH,HOB,AR,DLMC4,E~I) J 
, 
< 
C K\4t'RITE "' =0 ~ 
+ ( ""\ =1 le!.!>1 WRITE(6) ~ 
, .!.IJi!lCL 
---C , -., I C 1.~1 -- \~IHTE (6) J 
t HENDeL ( ) =3 .... -leu-! • WRlTE(6) 9004 
+ 
~ 
i IENl>CL 
--I 
-\\":!.Tl: l (J) J 
.- ~ 
CALL TI',\I.T (II. GALT. PO. HALT, TO. (;, XKV) 
i 
I'LJ=I'O* l·t4. 
SA=49.I*SQRT(TO)/1.689 
rUIO=PL)/53.32/TO/(; 
TA~IB=TO 
I' :\'~1B -= PO 
\' L= 1 . 1 O*SQRT (W/ (Sw* 1. 42636*RHO*CLL) ) 
+ 
C ""\ <.50 VI. J IVL 50. 
t 
I.Cl=O 
I.C2=O 
!.C3=0 
KKK=O 
IC(~!=ICI.MP 
\'\1\ \ \'~fO/SQRT(RlIO/. 0023769) 
+ 
FH]Ull! V1.3.3 Subroutine CLIMB, Detailed Flow Chart 
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CLIMB 2 
VeLMB 
>1000 
~ 250 
=3 < VMAX "VMAX--' .-V-C-LM-B-/~SQ-R-T-"" 
'--I-==~~---~==r::~~---t (RHO/ • 0023769) 
VCLMB 
> (SA*H1MO) X=SA*EMI\fO 
=V2CK 
>VCRU 
( ) = 1 and VLIMlT , ___ I_C_L~_l __ .c' ------------~~.__1I~V~2=~V~L~I~M~IT~' 
0-----.·-----+-------... ~I----.----- ] 
RCA.'1l = o. 
CALL CLl FT (4, ALPIIA,CL, ALPIIO, CLALPH, HOB, AR, DLMC4, EM) 
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i 
! 
, 
• 
CLIMB 3 
~o PHI-l.+V2 11.278*(V2-Vl) 
~ t01.34*V2) 
> 
=VL )---:;..:::...--..... ----( 2 
....-------------.-. RE7URN 
I----~~ RETURN 
6~----~--~------------------~---------------------------
< 
=.1 
ASS (RCAM2 - RCAr-lt ) * R roD )J-----------.... ----------------~ 
7~----~--~------------------~----------------------~ 
c·\ 1.1. eLl FT (-1, ALI"IIA, (1., '\['(1111.0, CLALPII, HI)B. AR, DLMC4 • EM) 
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t 
CLIMB 
RCTETA=101.34*V2*SIN "HE X+' . -
RGA,\'4=ARS IN (RCTET AI (101.34 *V2) ) 
< 
(ABS (RGA.\14 - Rl;,\.\13) * Inov) 1-_=_._1 .... .., 
- (~ + 
~@ 
!,l; 1 :: LC 1 + 1 
RCP3=RCP2 
RCI'.>RCPl 
Rep I ,,-RCPOW 
RCT3"RCT.? 
RCT.?" RCI' 1 
RCTl=RCTETA*PHI 
\'33=\'22 
\,22=V11 
4 
LC4=1 
\ 11 =\' 2 lil l=V~1AX , 
~--~~~~~---~4~----=::~1 
<VL 
77 
V2=V22 
KKK:1 
>VMAX 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
CLlr-fB s 
18 RCTA=PART (V2, V22, V33, Vll, RCT!) +PART (V2, Vll, V33, V22, RCT2) 
+PART(V2.Vll,V22,V33,RCT3) 
RCPA=PART (V2, V22, V33, V 11, RCPl) +PART(V2, Vll, V33, vn, RCT2) 
+PART(V2,Vll,V22,V33,RCP3) 
< ·~RCTA 
RCTA=RCPA 
VRCTA=V2 
VTEST=ADEN(Vll,V22,V33,RCPl,RCP2,RCP3) 
> 
=0 
40 J---....... --.; 
\'ltCI'A=- BO.2A(V! 1 ,V22,V33,RCPl,RCP2,RCP3) 
> 
=VRCTA 
I LC4=1' = ~;....;,~~~ __ ~. __ ~~V=2=~V~R~C~ .IKKK 1 I 
20 ALI'II" TIILMAX"'EYEW- RTOI) * HCAr-14 1 
t 
t:,\i.L eLl FT ( 1 ,I\LIlIIA, CL, ALI'IIO ,CLALPII,HOB ,AR, DLMC4 ,EM) I 
+ 
T! IETAF=TIIE~IAX 
GAf-N\=RCAf-14 *In'on 
R(;AJ\tr-.IA=RGAM4 
~ 
CALL DRAG (1, HI, II, CL, HID ,CD)I 
21 , 
V::V2 
RC=RCTETA 
+ 
TA=V*PIII *RCTETA/ (101.34 *V2) +CD- SW*Q 
TA=TA/ENP 
~L:~(;::4 
+ 78 
CLIMB 6 
KENG=l 
\:I\R, PA.t-m ,TANS, EM ,H, KENG) 
1\ IU 11. ( II ) ST • R. \ .. F , \\ ,II. 
\'. b\S, 1}1, I:~I\), CL. Cll, ALPI\A 
l ;A~L'L\. '('I tHAt: ,I~C '1'..\ F 
\(Jllll II/nUll". ll:, 
Y,\I.I.~>:-';Qll()"l 
II~)Y \I.L~~*nELlI 
=: 1I1::-.;nC L 
~lOOO 
@------
~1~1~I~i~~l~---'----------------------------" 
I{, I{ .. [lU,'l'AJI/ ((1076. 1 *S IN (RGA,'t.\A) /COS pGAMMA)) 
\\'-\\=I)ELTAJI*Fj lbO. *RC) 
\' I-\' 2 
ST, Sl+IlELTAJI/ lRC*bO.) 
WI \\'F .. IlLI.TAII*Fj (,D. *RC) 
I 
C""~ :!l---...... I--'-----tl---, -,----..,., 
< 
=10000 
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RC=-RClrn 
(; \~\'\\A:Rl;,\~1·1*lrrOD 
Ih;:\.'L\L\: Rl;,\~1-l 
TilL I'AF=TIILf-L\X 
\ ~ \''; 
HC ~ I{C \'0\\ /1'111 
CLII-m 
>RCPOW 
Rl;,v·12-=.\RS l~ lRC/ lH)l. 34 *V 2)) 
l;.\ 'N\=IH;\~12 * RTO[) 
lh ;,\~!~I.\:. I{(; ·\~12 
CI."'\"*Cl)S ll{l;,\M2 II (Q*SW) 
7 
l'l.ll 1(·1 •. \ !,I'I L\. Ci.. ,\ 1.1'111.0. CLALPH, HOB, AR, DLr-IC4 ,EI-I) 
-----------~~----------------~ 
= t 
.l' 
• IIIL!':\! 1'I11.~1:\\ 
l;:\,'L'L\" l{l;.\~l,1 * RTOIl 
I{l ;,\'\!~I\ c Rl;:\~I..t 
RC=RCrI:TA 
\' 1 
- -
___ .--1 
, .. 
\{t: l{l'I'\ll\'/I'IIT 
:tr :\~1.;': ;\I{S 1 ~ ( Re, (101.3.'*V2) 
l;\\!\I\ f{l ;\M2 
l:L 1 ... ·n1s (!H;y'1.~) / l Q"~~W) 
• l' \ I,!. l I.ll· rt '\ .. \ 11'11 \. C L. i\ I.I'IIU. t:l.AI.PII,1I013. AR. DI.MC1 • EM) 1 
, 
I'IlLT \F=-l;;\~t\1:\· L) L\\ + ,\!,I'll:\ 
\' 0 \' .? 
eo 
VI.3.4 Subroutine OLAND, Landing Calculations 
Subroutine OLAND computes landing sfgment characteristics from an 
analysis of terminal glide, flare, ~ouchdown and braking roll measures. 
Atrr,spheric properties for the landing field are computed from TPALT. 
Routine CLIFT and DRAG })rovide landing aerodynamic characteristics, 
propulsion system characteristics are obtained through the routine ENGINE. 
01 
OLAND 
..... ~...;;.9.;;..;99;..;9_...:-.9.:-. --..--11 IWLD=O·I 
, 
=2 WL=WLPCT*WG 
~O 
t 
.. ' 
CALL TI'ALT(IIIN.{;ALT,PO.FKALT,TO,G,XKV) 
T ,\NB=T()+TPE L LD 
1'0=1':)* H·l. 
RIIO=PO/ (S3. 32*(;*TAr.1B) 
DRAT=RIIU!.002378 
SIWR,\'i'= SQRT (DRAT) 
IH;:\~II::. O. 
:\1,1'11,\= 30. 
HOB" ~l~l~). 
I}IS:-(l.O 
CL I F1' (:) , ALPIIA, CLr.IX, ALPHLO, CLAPH. IIOB. AR, DLMC4 ,HIS) 
VST=SQRT l2 . *\\'OS/ (RIIO·CLMX) ) 
V STF\S" SIWRAT* \'ST 
> 1 ~--~~--~VGL=VRAT*VST 
1I0B=HAPP /B 
i 1 03.03 HIG=VGL! SQRT (1.4 *G* 53. 32*TAf.1B) 
-----"-=--"'--1 CL= S*RIIO·VGL*VGL 
Figure VI. 3. 4 ~;1l1)lllutine OLAND, Oet<1iled Flew Chart 
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, 
• 
OLANO 2 
=1 
CALL E~l; I ~E IT 1 ULE, TSFC ,SFN, FF, FAR, PO, TAMB, H1G ,HIN, 2) 
'-_ ... __ -'I-------~ \\,H I TE (6) RS t---·RETURN 
, .POI7-l5 
">HSll1LE 
• HC,\~II=ARSIN(RSIDLE/ (67. 2*VGL)) =RS~IX 
'L\::Tll)J,E "~---tl----.., 
TIIL'\'.·'· :\\{S I N t RS/(,:' . 2 - VG L 
Ie = l Vl; I.' \'(; L ) / ((;- (XL HIX - 1 . n) ) 
III:\R ~ V(; L ...... (; L' ( 1'1 !LTA ""TIIETA -CM·nn-GAf.rfJ)) / (2. *G* (X LFMX- 1 .0) ) 
'__-.-___ ", .. _'_ll::..::'c:..I'.:...I'_ ... ~__ @ 
B3 
OLANO :s 
Cif 
OLGL=IIAN'/TAN (THETA) 
OLTR= ( (R:*TIIETA) /2. ) * ((1. O-GN-rrO/ntETA) **2) 
~ 
V'I'I)-: (\,f{'\T+l. ) *. S*VST 
11111.1.,\ Y:· \'TIl*TllE LAY 
1I0B'III'B/B 
1 '1I.-\'TIl/SQIrJ'( t .4*C*S~. ~2*TAMn) 
+ 
(' \ 1./. CLIFT ( 1 ,LYI.W ,C1.RL ,,\LI'IILO. CLAPH, 1mB, AR. OU>tC4 ,E~IL) 
t'\U. IlR.,\(; (7 ,L~'I., It()B, CLRL, Dln ,CllRL) 
-
+ 
PLRI.:('IIRL- (~IlJB"t'lJIU.) 
:\It\T~ pun.! (C1X\" l \'ST/VTIl) H.2) 
'I'll \\ !.:.- - Tf PI. F .. T IV) r I pi \\ I. ,; 
" 
C TI~ll.l' ) C:O 
1------ • ~t ---'I·~I TOWL=-lOO. *TROTlO/WL I ~n I + 
-'---".--' 
FR.\T=~nhl 1'01\1. 
,\ I.~: A LOt; (FRAT! ( H{:\ T+ ,\RAT) ) 
()!.l;~ -13. (l2S .... *\· .. OS· AL~! (DRAT*DLRL) 
(lOC· \T[l*.o.2./ ([lU;.o.2, "t;) 
1l1.1'=[)U;+lll.TR+()PFI :\Y+()U;L 
( I~;S ) =3 
I~;S @ ( ) -'l - .. • 
, 
:; x L\)(;HQ. ( Pl."!' 
./ 
J 
W(;SI'::-W(;S 
XP,\S'" IlLT RETURN h'es=.7"h(;S 
I W(;s= n\'[;s+ 1. 
II.!~I{' 
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40 
I 
OLAND 
SLOPI> (W(;SO-Wt;S)! (XPAS-DLT) 
II\(;S~ 1 W(;S+ 1 
!{ETURN 
~ 
HETlJRN 
II.EI\=1 
TIII.TA-'-TIIETA*S7.29 
\'(;L"\'(;Lll.689 
\ "Ph\S= \ CL * SIUlRAT 
\,STr:AS=\,STEAS!1.689 
IlF\R'IWI' ,60 
=0 
WI\ 1 I'L ( (l )lAMB, TllHLIl, 
,'lUI \~(l, I\'()S, h'1. ,I I' I'll, [)LT • 
I' 1\ F • i" ( ,I. , Il LTI~ • 11IlI: 1."1 Y • 
1 ll.C, I<S, \ 1 1'IX ,I III 1."\ Y ,~IUB, 
\',\I'I..\S, S I \Kl Jl, T IllLE, 
THUT 1 ll, \'(;L, \'S'IT:\S, DOG. 
TIIETA, CDI\, TA 
-----..... 
AIlS ('[',\-'1'1 DL!:) t--<.,-:,1---.. ___ -t 
....... -~ 
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4 
RETURN 
VI.l.S Subroutine TAKOFF, Take-off Calcu~ations 
Subroutine TAKOFF computes take-off performance through ground roll, 
rotation, lift-off, qear retraction, initial climb, and flap retraction. 
The take-~ff trajectory is integrated and derivatives are computed by 
subroutine DERIV. Atmospheric properties are computed by TPALT. 
AeroJynamics are obtained from CLIFT and DRAG. Propulsion characteristics 
are obt.lined from ENGINE. InteYl',ltion ~s performed by tho.! util ity routine 
86 
/I~t-\X = (l~t·\X +/1 
h'STO-W 
I\'FSTO=W 
IOlIT=() 
TG=999. 
TFLP=999. 
~tlJ=U~1 
~I=O • 
IACCL=O. 
nl=o. 
I1~=O. 
IPAS=O. 
XLOST= 1. 
IFL=O. 
Il;=O. 
IlC[)(~= O. 
llt'llF=O. 
[lcLl'=o. 
I!t;R=SO. 
n!'(;f{=i. 
111.1-1)=400. 
TAK0Ff:' 
FUNCTION 
DEFINITION 
[llF U'" ULFPTO/ 3.33333 
I, 
T (1) =4 
TlSIW.::T(l) 
T(2)=0. 
T(3)=.2 
T(4)=(I. 
T(S)=O. 
T «(1) '" (). 
T(/)=I[;\PT 
T(tt):cO. 
I DTFLP=. 001) 
... 
~_«,,-I_tA_P_T_+I_IF_'L_P"';')--I.~_,,_CTIMAX=HAPT+HFLP I 
i 
... 
Figurt.; VI. 3.~ Subro'.ltine TAKOFF, Df!tailcd Flow Chart 
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--_.- -_._--_. --- ----- -
( 
TAKOFF 2 
, 
CALI. T:'ALT(T(7) ,GALT,PO,FKALT,TO,G,XKV) 1 
~ 
T\'.Ill' TO+TDELTO 
po=: 1'0* J44. 
SA-:.-,19.1*SQRT(TAMB) 
lUlU: POI S3. 32/1 AMB!G 
·\1.1'11:\=30. 
+ 
C\1.1. eLi FT( 2, ALPIIA ,LL~1J"'X, I\LPUO ,CLALPU, 99. ,AR, DLMC4, 0.)1 
• \,STIXI' c ~QJ{T ( (2. • W) I ( . OO;? 3 7h9* SW*CI,P-1AX)) 11. b89 
CLTO=CI.r.L\XI (VRAT*· 2) 
\' 1- \ STLKT+J}\, 1 
\.'I~c\ I +-IlVR 
~ 
\'il{ I TE (()) VSTLKT , 
mAT,CI.TO 
l 
IOUI' 
. 
Ill.:'::>- 1 n. 
[l I I;"~= - ~)99. 
:-;"'1 
= 1 
4 
.. (WRITE (6) 
VI 1,-"\'I{AT*VSTLKT*l. 689/SQRT(KHOI. 0023769) 
----+~--------.-CL= (::'. ()*Iv) !RJlO·SI,'*VEL·*2) 
F','-VlLlS.\ 
CALL liR:\(; (1, Er-f, 1I0B, CL, EM!), CD) 1 
~ 
CALL I',~(; n';E (T,\ ,TS,:C ,SF:'.J, F. FAit, PO, TAMB, EM ,'1'(7) ,S Jl 
-
88 
TAKOFF 
PWRRQR=(.S*ru~*SW·VEL**2*ca;*VEL 
PWRAVl=TA*VEL*ENP 
3 
=1 PWRAVL=PWRAVL*XLCST 
<P"RRQR 
>OIFFL 
=VE~[)·0.S920R7*S 
c ____ ~ >250 ... _ VEND  - I VENI>=2S0 J 
>=V
3
U.H1B -.~ 
_ • VENR=VCL 1MB) 
f 
1--------.00 9120 1-2,7 
T( 1) =T1SAV 
ALPIIA=PALPHA 
~, U'II;\l~ =- (,\ I.PIIA - 1 EYEW) .... 01745 
+ 
89 
~~.r.­ 
) 1 20 CO NT I NUl: 
TAKOFF 
-0 
~~;...O;"'-'--t~_-\30 
......... ----~ 
=1 
< UGR 
111111= fh;R.I IAPT 
T(;=YYY (flllll, PT (7). T(7), PT(2), T(2» 
(;1 =T!;. lTGR 
C .... _K_\\_'R_I"_n_: _",,) _=.2 ______ . __ ..-___ _ 
WRITE (6) 
TG,TGU 
=1 
< UFLP 
11I1I1-lli J.P.lI:\IT 
II- Ll':: HY (lIllll, PT (7) ,T (7) • PT (2) • T (2)) 
TIl.1'1l ll·Ll'+IlTFLP 
t 
=0 
t 
~":..-.O:""'-___ -+I WR ITE (6) 
"-------' TFLP • TFLPU 
=0 
=2 
< VI @ 
+ 90 
4 
TAKOFF 5 
TIMl"'YYV(Vl.PEAS.EAS.PT(2),T(2») 
VW=YYY(Vl,PEAS.EAS,PVKTS.VKTSj , 
I WRITE (6) 
jT[~ll,VW.Vl 
... 
.-
WI=YYY(VI,PEAS,EAS,PW,W) 
WFI=YYY(VI,PEAS,EAS.PWF.WF) 
TAI=YYY(VI.PEAS,EAS,PTA.TA) 
ALPllAl =YYY (V 1, PEAS, EAS, PALPHA. ALPHA) 
CDl=YYY(Vl.PEAS,EAS.PCO,CD) 
eLI =YYY (VI, PEAS, EAS. PCL,Ct) 
RIIOl=YVY(VI,PEAS,EAS,PRIfO,RIfO) 
~ 
Dl) 70 1::2.11 
;.. 1 Ix LOST= C~NP -1 . ) (ENP I 
=0 
< VR 
~_=1~ __ ~ ____ ~80 
T 1~1f{=HY C:H, I'L\S, EAS, PT(2) , T(2» 
VV\'=- n Y (\,I~ • PI:AS.!' AS, PVKTS, \'KTS) 
=0 -----"'-------. )------..... ----1 C LR= YYY (VR , PEAS, EAS , PC L , C L) 
'---..,.---' CDR= YYY (VR, PEAS, EAS, PCD, CD) 
TIMENO=TIMR+OELTVP. 
WI{ ITF (»TI~1R J---'-~ VVV,VR 
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1 (. 
I 
I 
L 
! 
I 
! 
it 
1 
'\ ~! 
• 
-TIMEND+2. 
WRl1c(6)T(2) • 
T(6).VTOKTS.EAS 
DO 227 1=1.11 
> mTIMEND 
o 
«W*COS(T(S» ) 
PWF=WF 
PW=W 
PEAS=EAS 
PVKTS=VICTS 
PCL=CL 
PCD=CD 
PTA=TA 
PALPHA=ALP 
PRHO=RHO 
6 
I--.~ RETURN 
....... -~ ... CALL TPALT(T(7) ,GALT .PO.FKALT. TOG.XKV 
C .-- L 92 
( 
l 
TAMB-TO+TDELT 
PO·PO*144. 
SAz 49.1*SQRT(TAMB) 
rutO=PO/S3.32/TAMB/G 
RELI-T(4)/XKV 
TAKOFP' 
PAMB,PO 
UOR=(T(7)+HTG-HAPT)/B 
E~':!T {4} /SA 
V~rS=T(4)*.S92087 
EASzVKTS*SQRT(RHO/.0023769 
QSW ... S*RHO*SW*T(4}**2 
KENG=S 
=2 
ROC"'T (11) *00 
G~~=T(5)*57.29578 
TA-XLOST*T 
T (8) .. (32.1 hi w) * (TACOS (ALPtIAR) -QSW*CO-MU 
*(W-CLkQSW-TA*SIN(ALPt'AR)-W*SIN(T{S») 
=2 T(8)=0 . 
....... ~ __ ~~'--'_2 ) . , 1. , 1. , 1. , L , 1. ,DERIV) I 
'---~-----'~~----.----~ 
93 
7 
( 
'l'AKOFF 
WRITE(6)TDELTO.HAtT, 
T(2).T(6).WF.W.T(7).VKTS.EAS.EMM 
T(8).CL.CD.ALPHA.GAMA.ROC.XLF, 
TA,F,THETAF 
>0 
.. 0 
-0 
=99999. 
>2 
.OOS·XTOR 
8 
"'---"'-. RETURN 
-1 
94 
( 
TAKOFF 9 
HHH-SO.+HAPT 
SSO-YYY(HHH.PT(7).T(7).PT(6).T(6) 
IPAS-2 
1-2.11 
T(I)=TlSAV 
IACCL=O. 
IOUT=2 
MU=Ut-1 
W=Wl 
TA=TA1*XLOST 
CL=CLI 
CD=CDI 
RHO=RHOI 
ALPHA=ALPllA1 
~O 
-5 WRITE(6)T(2),WF,W 
T(7),VKTS,EAS,EM,T(8), 
CL,CD,ALPHA,GAMA,ROC, 
XLF.TA,F,THETAF 
• 
lOUT =l--..-e 
HSAV=HMAX+HAPT 
STSAV=YYY(USAV,PT(7),PT(2), 
T(2»/3600. +ST 
WFSAV=YYY(BSAV,PT(7),T(7),PWF,WF) 
WSAV=YYY(BSAV,PT(7),T(7},PW.W) 
EMSAV=EM 
IOUT=I. 
EAS=O. 
H=HAPT 
WF=WFSTO 
W=WSTO 
=1 
=1 
I-----~--I 5 
CALL INTS(T,4,2,1..1.,1. ,I. ,I. ,1. ,DERIV)t---..---t 
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. 
.. 
i. 
r: 
,t-
.. 
f 
!!" 
... 
_ .... 
1'(2) 
TAKOFF 
< 
=1.0 
CALL INTM(T ,4,2,1.,1.,1.,1. ,,1.,1. ,DERIV) 
10 
:VR )---::'--+---1 DLRL=CDR-MU*CLR 
ARAT=DLRL·QSW/W 
ALN=ALOG(MU/(MU+ARAT» 
DLG=-13.0287*WGS*ALN/D 
DSTOP=T 6 +DLG 
ST=STSAV 
WF=WFSAV 
W=WSAV 
H=HSAV 
EM=E;-iSAV 
-0 
WRITE (6) 
DSTOP,S35 
RETURN 
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( 
VI.3.6 Subroutine DERIVe T~e Derivative Calculation 
Subroutine DERIV computes the instantaneous ~li9ht path and velocity 
derivlltives required by subroutine TAKOFF. Routines CLIFT and DRAG 
provide aerodynamic characteristics. Propulsion system characteristics 
are computed from ENGINE. 
97 
:(, DERIV 
t 
ALPHAR-(ALPHA-EYEW ·.01745 
"0 
< 0.95 ALPHA-ALPHA •• 1 
< 0.85 ALPHA-ALPHA+.3 
<0.80 ALPHA-ALPHA+.S 
CALL CLIFT(2,ALFHA,CL,ALPHLO,CLALPH,HOB,AR,OLMC4,EM) 
>TGU 
-J.---.... ---... FAC·OTGR 
c TFLP 
E~1 HOB CL EMO COFU 
Figure Vl.3.6 Subroutine DERIV, Detailed Flow Chart 
98 
DERIV 2 
CALL CLIFT 1 ALPHA CLFU ALPHLO CLALPH HOB AR DLMC4 EM 
DCDF=CD-CDFU 
DCLF=CL-CLFU 
FFAC=T(2) -TFLP 
>TFLPU 
:I: lfFAC=DIFLPI j 
CD=CD-DCDG*GFAC/DTGR-DCDF*FFAC/DTFLP 
CL=CL-DCLF*FFAC/DTFLP 
ALPHAR=(ALPHA-EYEW)*.01745 
CLMAXC=CLMAX-DCLF*FFAC/DTFLP 
CLLMT=CLMAXC/(VRAT**2) 
ALL tLIFT(5,ALPHA,CL,ALPHLO,CLAPH,HOB,AR,DLMC4,EM) 
~O 
(,: ___ IO~~ __ ~)~_=~2--.~----_~ 
<THEMAX 
= 
*57.29578 
XFL=(CL*QSW+TA*SIN(ALPHAR»/(W*COS(T(5») 
1--=..;:..°_--' __ 1 XLF=O. ] 
'---i-===~~--44.----~~j 
99 
k' 
{:, 
« 
DERIV 
-0 
~O 
<XLFMAX 
• 
>TFLP ALPHA-ALPHA+ • 
~VEND 
T(4)~VENf*1.689/SQRT(rufO/.0023769) 
T(8) =0. 
IACCL=2 
=2 
>ACCEL 
.. 
~20 
WRITE(6)T(2). T(8)L __ .... _-{ii~mIJ 
ALPIIA.CL.CD r 
ALPHA=ALPHA+.OS 
3 
o T(9)=0. 
'-_-... __ ,J-....t...,;;~-.... ---1T (10) =T (4) 1-.-. RETURN 
T 11'=0. 
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( 
( 
" t ' 
" 
DERIV 
T(9)-(32.1b/W*T(4»)*(CL*QSW+TA*SIN(ALPHAR).W**COS(T(S») 
T(10)-T(4)*COS(T(S» 
T(11)-T(4)*SIN(T(S» 
l 
RETURN 
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r , 
~ 
Subroutine TAXI compute. taxi fUffl l'equ1r_nu. Subroutine TPAIJ1' 
.upplie. atmo.pheric condition. at the runway altitude. 8ubcoutin. ENGIHI 
eupplie. propuleion ey.tam characterietice during ground 1dle. 
102 
" ,I 
, 
i 
TAXI 
J-l~_O ___ .... _ ... WRITE (6)ST, 
....... -,====:..---........... ---1 R, WF, W ,H, FF 
WFT-FF*DELTI' 
W·W-WFT 
WF·WF+WFT 
RETURN 
I-"~_O __ "'_-IWRITE (6)ST, 
R,WF,W,H,FF 
Figure VI. 3.7 Subroutine TAXI, Detailed Flow Chart 
103 
· ~: 
VI.3.8 Subroutine TURN, T\arn1!l9 Performanc!. 
Subroutine TURN ccaputea ate&dy atAte turn maneuvera. The routine 
TPALT provide~ atmoapheric properti.a dUl'ir~ the turning maneuver. Dra9 
coefficient ia obtainea fram DRAG and propu1aion ay.tam chal'acteriatica 
from ENGINE. 
104 
H-ruHN 
WIN-W 
1Ep.rr-EM , 
I CALL TPALT(H11JRN,GALT,PO,FKALT,TO,G,XKV) J 
~ 
PO=PO*144. 
ASON-49.1*SQRT(TO) 
QruRN=.7*PO*EMT*Ep.rr 
CLRQT=XLFTRN*WOS/QruRN 
• ~CLTU.rr ( CLRQT 
" 
-'" 
.J 
~ 
CLRQT=CLTCLMT 
XLFl'!'~=CLRQT*QTURN/WOS 
~ 
WRI1'E(6) 
CLRQT,XLFTRN 
. 
~ 
COSPHI=l./XLFTRN 
PHI=ARCOS (COSPHI) *57. 29637 
+ I CALL LHtJ\G(1,EMT,999.,CLI(QT,EMD,CDTURN) J 
t 
TRl'RN=CDTURN*QTURN 
TRNRAD=EMT*EMT*ASON*ASON/G/XLFTRN/SIN(PHI*.01745) 
~ 
WRITE (6) HTURN ,EMT, 
XLFTRN,CLRQT,PHI, 
l'RTRN,TRNRAD 
100. 
• ( IDC '\ =99 ~ REruRN 
. .J 
~ 
I CALL ENGINE(TA,TSFC,SFN,FAR,F,PO,TO,EMT,HTURN,5) I 
+ I TA=ENP*TA I 
• ~TRTRN ( TA '\ RETURN 
.J 
~ 
WRITE(6) 
TA, TRfR .. ~ 
--+ 
Figure VI.J.8 Subroutine TURN, Detailed Flow Chart 
r lOS 
VI.3.9 Subroutine XRANGE, Cruis. Range Calcu1.tion~f 
Subroutine XRANGE computes cruise performance in GASP. CAlculations 
are based on the Brequet equation. Atmospheric properties are campute4 
by TPALT. Maximum speed is obtained from ASPEED. Cruise aeroclynamics 
are computed by CTAER and propulsion characteristics fram ENGINE. 
Accelerating flight paths are computed by ACCEL. 
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'c 
( 
r 
, ,\,. 
KWRITI-KWRlTE 
STI-ST 
NOFUEL-O 
RI-R 
WFl-WF 
BANGE 
WI=W 
DELWGT-WG-(WI+WF1) 
HNI-H 
INDFP-O 
CALL TPALT(HNI,GALT,PO,FKALT,TO,G,XKV) 
PO=PO*144. 
ASON=49.I*SQRT(TO) 
EMX=EM 
SQRDR=SQRT(PO*518.67/(2116.22*TO» 
ISEGX=O 
KENG=3 
SPEeR=O. 
DELV=-IO. 
J-=..::8~---l"""_---( 55 
7 
ITOM=O 
VELK=EMNP*29.07*SQRT(TO) 
J--~---"""---l50 
j.--.j~1:.... ... __ .... KWRITE-O. 
Figure VI. 3.9 Subroutine XRANGE, Detailed Flow Chart 
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\ 
\& 
, ( 
XRANGE 
>SPECRP 
. , 
u'::.:::.~._ 
~~~====~====~ EMBRG= (VELK-DELV)/29. 07/SQRT(TO) 
IDe=1 
ISEGX=9 
WFAVLB=WFAMIN 
WFAVLB=WFAMIN-DELWGT 
=WFAMIN 
DO 105 1=1,6 
! 
DO 107 1=1,3 
108 
2 
( 
INDFP-l 
F-l.05 
FF-1. 01 
JC-O 
JX-O 
ERROR-I. 
SMN-EMX 
K=2 
ICRUS=1 
EMNP=EMX 
XRANGE 3 
8 
"8 
-2 EM=EMNP 
=3 
~10000 J-...;;..:;.;=---.,~---t V AMX= 250 ./SQRDR/ • 5921 
~ . 'KWRITE=O I 
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"'. 
> 'il 
.t" 
" 
XRANGE 4 
I CALL CTAER I 
~ 
KWRITE=KWRITI 
ENRQ=DRG/ENP 
~ 
ICALL ENGINE(FNRQ,TSFC,SFN,FF,FAR,PO,TO,SMN,HN1,4) I 
• { KODE "" ,18 145 
.J 
t -
ERRM1=ERROR 
ERROR=(FNRQ-DRG)/DRG 
+ 
( ABS (ERROR) "' <.002 ... J 
t . 
C"JX "' >0 
.J 
• I CALL ITRMBW(ERROR,ERRMI ,SMN,F ,FF ,JC,JX) I 
• ( JC 
" 
>25 
.J ~ ~ I ~ 
( '\ >HPAVLB r/ SUP ~ 
. I 
IpCRPM=.~5*PCRPM ~ e , 
WRITE (6) 
SMN,JC 
- . 
t 
FFl=FF*ENP 
VX=SMN*ASON 
BREGl=VX*Wl*3600./FFI/6076.1 
WFRES=FFl*.7S*FRESF 
+ ( FRESF "'\ >10 ~·.FRES=FRESF 1 J ~ 
t 
VKTS1=VK*.S921 
VKESl=VKTS*SQRDR 
CLl=CL 
EM1=SMN 
EMDl=DMACH 
ALPII1=AD 
+ 110 
.r., 
f 
X~GS 
11iETI-AD-SYSW 
ZLODI-ZLQD 
WFCRU·WFAVLB-WFI-WFRES 
W2=WI-WFCRU 
WF2-WFI-WFCRU 
WzW2 
JC=O 
FsI. OS 
FF=I.OI 
BMAX=EMMO 
JX=O 
ERROR·I. 
<0 
8 
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5 
KWRITS"O 
SHP 
PCRPM. 9S·PCRPM 
SMN 
, 
r. 
WRITE (6) 
SMN,JC 
FF2·FF*ENP 
INDFP·O 
EM2-SMN 
VXcEM2*ASON 
VKTS2-VX*.S921 
XRANGE 
VKES2-VKTS2*SQRDR 
BREG2-VX*W283600./FF2/6076.1 
BREGA-(BREG1+BREG2)/2. 
RCRNM=BREGA*ALOG(l./(l.-WFCRU/Wl» 
R2:rRl+RCRNM 
EMD2cDMACH 
ALPH2·AD 
THET2=AO-EYEW 
CL2=CL 
ZLOD2 .. ZLQD 
VAVG=(VKTSl+VKTS2)/2. 
ST2=STl+RCRNM/VAVG 
KK=2*K-l 
OUT(KK,l)=STl 
OUT(KK,2) .. Rl 
OUT(KK,3)=WFl 
OUT(KK,4)"Wl 
OUT(KK,S)=HNI 
OUT(KK,6)=VKTSl 
OUT(KK,7)=VKESl 
OUT(KK,8)=EMl 
OUT~KK,9)=EMDl 
OUT(KK,lO)=ALPHl 
OUT(KK,ll)=THETl 
OUT(KK,12)=CLl 
OUT(KK,13)=ZLODI 
OUT(KK,14)=FFI 
OUT(KK,lS)=BREGl 
OUT(KK, !6)=DlIT(KK,6)/OUT(KK, 14) 
OUT (KK'"1 , 1)=ST2 
OUT (KK+ 1,2) =R2 
OUT(KK+l,3)=WF2 
OUT(KK+l,4)=W2 
OUT(KK+l,S)=HNl 
OUl'CKK+l,6)=VKTS2 
OUT(KK+l,7)=VKES2 
OUT(KK+l,8)=EM2 
OUT(KK+l,9)=EMD2 
OUT(KK+l,lO)=ALPH2 
OUT(KK+l,ll)=THET2 
OUT(KK+l,12)=CL2 
OUT(KK+l,13)=ZLOD2 
OUT(KK+l,14)=FF2 
OUT(KK+l,lS)=8REG2 
OUT(KK+l,16)=OUT(KK+l,6)/ 
QUT(KK+l,14) 
RESF(K)=WFRES 
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6 
-WFAllES 
• 
P=-t 
-(WFAMIN-DELWGT) 
WRITE (6) 
- (WFAMIN-DELWGT) \ 
WTMISN 
-WFAMAX 
·WFAMAX 
, 5 
, , 
I 
,i 
DANGE 
-WFAVLB 
-WFAVLB 
>WFAVLB 
KWRITE-KWRITI 
KK=2*(ICUS+1)-1 
RCLBNM=OUT(KK,2) 
RCRNM=OUT(KK+1,2)-OUT(KK,2) 
TCru1R=(OUT(KK+1,2)-RCLBNM)/OUT(KK,6) 
TCLHR= (OUT(KK, 1) 
EP-1SAVE=OUT(1,8) 
=8 
HSAVE=OUT(KK,S) 
H=HSAVE 
WFCRU=OUT(KK+1,3)-OUT(KK,3) 
WFRES=RESF(ICRUS+1) 
R=OUT(KK+1,2) 
ST=OUT(KK+1',1) 
WF=OUT(KK+1,3) 
WRITE (6) 
R,ST 
RETURN 
~ 13 
7 
i ( 
VI.3.10 Subroutine RG8Ak Ran,e 8al~c1ns CAlculation 
Subroutine RGBAL balance. the range computed by XRANGB &gawt a 
de. ired input range value by adju8ting the tak ... off gro88 weight. The 
following 8ubro~tine. ar. required in thi. re8izing procedure. 
SIZE--Aircraft Geometry 
FLAPS, CTAER--Aerodynamic8 
ENGINE, ENGWT--Engine Performance Size 
WGHT--Weighte 
PERFRM--Performance 
XRANGE--Cruise Range 
114 
f 
r 
• 
, 
<24 
<.01 
1-• ...,:3=----..---190 
~>-0---~--~10~----~--------__ 
>0 
<0 
WG·FACWl*WG 
WG= 1./i~CW1)*WG 
SLOPE=ABS(RGERR-RGERR1)/ABS(WG-WGl) 
WGl=WG 
---------1 WG=WG-RGERR/SLOPE 
KRANGE=KRANGE+l 
J--=_O __ ......-~--t NPC= 3 
--..,..---" CNAC=O. 
WRITE (6) RCERR, 
}-.;&;I--t~--I RGERRI ,WG,WGI 
Figure VI.l.IO Subroutine RGBAL, Detailed Flow Chart 
11S 
, 
2 
(, 
WRITE=-l 
f 
116 
< • 
; 
• 
WWR IrE (6) RGERR t 
RGERRl,WG,WGl SLOPE 
CALL CTAER 
CALL OUTPUT 
CALL AEROUT 
RETURN 
117 
3 
WRITE (6) RGERR, 
RGERRl,WG,WGl,SLOPE 
